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INumltoer stands 
Slightly Below 
That of '39-'40 
At five o'clock Sunday after-
noon, the doors of nine sororities 
flew open in welcome of their re-
spective new pledges. This hour 
marked the climax of a.strenuous 
two-week rushing period. 
The nine sororities pledged a 
total of 155 girls, not quite as 
many as last year. The Chi Omega 
sorority led the list with 24 girls, 
followed hy the Kappas 23, and 
the Tri Debt's 22. The other so-
rorities took in the following: Al-
pha Chi, 18; Kappa Delta, 18, Gam-
ma Phi Beta 17; Kappa Alpha 
fflheta, 14; Pi Phi, 12; and Phi Mu 
7, 
The complete list is as follows. 
Chi Omega—Jean Andrews, Wash-
ington, D. C.; Carolyn and Ann 
Armitage, Richmond; Maryanne 
Ballard, Canton, Ohio; Claire Bard-
well, Eichmond, Va.; Betty Bun-
tin, Atlanta, Ga.; Suzanne Eppes, 
Battle Creek, Mich.; Nancy Hard-
ing, Alexandria, Va.; Annabel 
Janes, Washington, D. C ; Betty 
P. Jones, Atlanta, Ga; Marie Kev-
an, Petersburg, Va.; Eleanor King, 
Norfolk, Va.; Margaret Lansfitt, 
Petersburg, Va.; Margaret Anne 
Pollard, Norfolk, Va.; Mary Lucille 
Proctor, Atlanta, Ga.; Lucille 
Reynolds, Eichmond, Va.; Natalie 
Rogers, Rochester, N. Y.; Janet 
Schilling, Dumont, N. J.; Gladys 
Scott, Hamilton, Ohio.; Mary 
Spencer, Williamsburg; Mary Lee 
Throckmorton, Richmond; Anne 
Warriner, Richmond; Nancy Wes-
cott, Roanoke, Va. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma—Marian 
Albright, New Rochelle, N. Y.; 
Evelyn Buell, Rochester, N. Y.; 
Mary Cramer, Washington, D. C ; 
Martha Lu Davidson, Milwaukee, 
Wis.; Betty Denit, Ft. Leaven-
worth, Kansas; Ruth Diamond, 
Huron, Ohio; Nancy Edds, Cald-
well, N. J.; Pat Foss, Wooster, O.; 
Helen Jerry, Rochester, N. Y.; 
Kitty Jones, Baltimore, Md.; 
Gladys Jones, Lexington, Mass.; 
Wilma Lambert, Leesburg, Va.; 
Mary Ellen Lokey, Forrest Hills, 
N. Y.; Mary Louise Morton, Wil-
liamsburg; Barbara Orton, Sum-
mit, N. J.; Carolyn Parke, Glen 
Ellyn, 111.; Lucille Pelham, Larch-
mont, N. Y.; Mary Eloise Schick, 
Houston, Texas; Pat Steele, Ft. 
Worth, Texas; Virginia -Stuart, 
Rockport, Mass.; Priscilla Wilsoa, 
Wellesley Hills,- Mass.; Martha 
Gaines, Midlothian, Va.; Nancy 
Ryan, Newton, Mass. 
Tri Delts — Mary Barclay, of 
Portsmouth, Va.; Ellen Butt, Nor-
folk, Va.; Elizabeth Gostenbader, 
La Grange, 111.; Phoebe Faris, 
Nashville, Tenn.; Louise Gayton, 
Youngstown, Ohio; Jean Geisle-
man, Washington, D. C ; Dorothy 
Gleaves, Wytheville, Va.; Phyiis 
Hantz, York Penna.; Lucille Har-
vey, Laurel, Va.; Virginia Hum-
phries, Fentress, Va.; Mary Fran-
ces James, Shipman, Va.; Mary 
Kendall, Hinsdale, 111.; Audrey 
Kimbrel, Richmond; Helen Marsh-
all, Petersburg; Helen Meyers, 
Leechburg, Pa.; Mary Peavy, 
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Annie Peebles, 
Stony Creek, Va.; Barbara Bogue, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Marie Reitz, Ta-
coma Park, Md.; Virginia Stern, 
Dinwiddie, Va.; Mary Taylor, El-
izabeth, N. J.; Margaret Wren, 
Denver, Colo. 
Alpha Chi Omega — Geneva 
Archibald, Brunswick, Me.; Doro-
thy Corneal, Richmond; Annette 
Carter, Newport News, Va.; Jane 
Christensen, Territory of Hawaii; 
Mary Coffin, White Plains, N. Y.; 
Jane Craig, Launsdowne, Pa.; 
(Continued on Page 5) 
€6 $9 enerm 
oriumiy 
The season's first play, "The Inspector Geneit.l", bq 
Gogol, Gives Mr. Arthur Ross and Miss Margo Frankel ex-
cellent opportunity to design and execute elegant, colorful, 
and witty sets. The play is described as a Russian farce of 
the early nineteenth century. This description is a hint of 
the threefold reason why the sets and costumes now under 
construction give promise of maturing delightfully. 
From the opening scene in the bourgeois magnificence 
of the mayor's home, where an all-night card game has re-
cently been completed, to the closing scene in the confusion 
of the wide skirts, colored waistcoats, and military uniforms 
the comedy of the play will be maintained in the sets. The 
mayor and his wife and daughter will be characterized even* 
o before their entrance by the vio-
lent striped wall paper, the en-
ormous jar full of feathery dried 
pampas grass, the pseudo-elegance 
of the sweeping draperies. Hles-
tikov's apartment a t the inn will, 
because of its situation under the 
stairs and its billowing wall-paper 
and enormous feather-bed, make 
one wonder what a man so osten-
sibly important could be doing 
there. The exaggeration of all 
the costumes will self-explain < the 
comedy of the characters. 
Mr. Ross and Miss Frankel in 
their stage-planning are remem-
bering the Russian theatre and 
dance as well as the Russian tem-
perament and custom. The un-
derlying motif is stylized realism. 
Color plays an important part in 
both the furnishing of the sets and 
the costuming. The Russian love 
for many bright, almost garish, 
colors is being acknowledged and 
instilled with abundance into the 
scenes of the play. Not only 
bright-colored coats and dresses 
and sashes, but also furniture and 
wall-papej^Tand knick-knacks. The 
women's hair-styles are Russ i an -
high and be-feathered. The room 
in the inn, and the tremendous 
feather-bed which is to be used as 
a hand-property both attest the 
Russian influence in the design of 
the play, 
The costumes, therefore, are of 
that period, with adaptations to 
the stylized nature of the play and 
the peculiarities of the character 
which is to wear them. The wo-
men, of course, wear the bell-
shaped skirts of the period and 
huge puff sleeves. The men 
men wear high collars, colored 
coats and waistcoats and trousers 
which are tight at the ankles and 
which buckle under the foot. These 
costumes can well be imagined if 
one knows that most of the men 
wear whiskers or moustaches or 
sideburns, and that most of them 
are completely farcical characters. 
Several of them are very short, 
and at least one of them is fat. 
The furniture of the mayor's 
home is of the proper, Empire, 
period. 
Those who remember the pro-
duction in nineteen-twenty-seven 
of "Squaring the Circle" will be 
interested especially to compare 
it with "The Inspector General." 
It will be remarkable to note the 
difference in approach that will be 
apparent. 
The wagon-stage used with ex-
cellent effect to, make a room in 
the home of Senator Hibbard in 
"First Lady" will again be con-
structed for the bedroom scene in 
the current play. The wagon-
stage greatly decreases the diffi-
cuulty of changing sets because it 
may be left behind the scenes off-
stage-right during the first act, 
and wheeled on-stage complete 
during the scene-change upon the 
temporary removal of the larger 
scene's 'side - wail, 
Scandinavian 
Countries Is 
ravel top ic 
President Bryan -was unable to 
speak for the Foriegn Travel Club 
Thursday night, because of illness. 
In his place, Dr. Helseth, of the 
Education Department, addressed 
the club on the Scandinavian 
Countries in which she travelled 
this summer. She especially stres-
sed the extraordinary beauty of 
the the landscape, and the con-
tented quiet of the atmosphere. 
The fear that was prevelant over 
all, however, even early in the 
summer months, reflected the cri-
tical conditions in other sections 
of Europe. 
Dr. Helseth began her address 
with a description of the beauti-
ful scenery of Norway and said 
that flowers there grew to be four 
times the size of those in America. 
one of the most outstanding im-
pressions of Norway is that there 
are few rich people and few pov-
erty-stricken ones, with even the 
poorest homes having lovely hand-
made furnishings. After describing 
the costumes and art of that na-
tion, she said that one could not 
help noticing the strength -of the 
young and the youth and spirit 






The averages for the second 
semester of the '38-'39 session 
show three sororities closely 
bunched for. the lead with marks 
over a 4-point rating. The fol-
lowing is the complete list: 
Delta Delta Delta 4.19 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 4.14 
Chi Omega 4.12 
Gamma Phi Beta 3.87 
Kappa Alpha Theta 3.82 
Phi Mu 3.80 
Pi Beta Phi 3.76 
Alpha Chi Omega 3.71 




Foltin To Speak 
On Czech Crisis 
Edgar M. Foltin, new professor 
of Jurisprudence, will deliver an 
address to the student body and 
the community next Tuesday night 
(October 10) on the subject "With 
Czechoslovakia Through the Cri-
sis", it was announced by Profes-
sor A. P. Wagener, Chairman of 
the Lectures and Concerts Com-
mittee. Dr. Foltin's talk will be 
the first lecture in the series ar-
ranged by this committee. 
The new Law professor, recog-
nized as an unusually interesting 
speaker, is well fitted to talk on 
this topic of timely interest, as he 
was in Czechoslovakia during the 
crisis of September, 1938, and left 
College Notice 
Final tryouts for cheerleaders 
will be held in Blow Gym Wed-
nesday at 8:00 P. M. There are 
positions open for two girls and 
one boy. All those who are 
''would-be" cheerleaders please be 
there. "' 
The Colonial Echo is publishing 
the following picture schedule for 
its 1940 issue. The photographer 
will be located in the Wren Build-
ing starting Wednesday morning. 
All students are requested to be 
prompt. .There should be no ex-
cuse for not keeping an appoint-
ment. 
The schedule for Wednesday, 
October 11, will be published in 
the next issue of the Flat Hat. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4"" 
8:00 Abbitt, Hattie Willis; 8:05 
Abbot, Rosann; 8:10, Aldrich, Ona 
Collier; 8:15 Bagot, Charlotte; 
8:20, Bankard, Jeanne M.; 8:25, 
Barham, Parmelia J ; 8:30, Barn-
hardt, Elizabeth A.; 8:35, ,Bell 
Sarah H.; 8:40, Bell, Tfeehna L.; 
8:45, Birdseye, Judith; 8:40, Bit-
ting, Dorothy Hope; 8:55, Black, 
Alice R.; 9:00, Appleby, Edith J.; 
9:10, Baker, Idell C ; 9:15 Bates, 
Becky; 9:20, -Baumeister, Alma 
9:25, Bourne, Sally; 9:30 Bour-
quin, Emma; 9:35, Bowes, Joan B.; 
9:40, Clarke, Ann L.; 9:45, Coffin, 
Rose; 9:50, Coggin, Mae M.; 9:55 
Counts, Catherine C ; 10:00 Alden, 
Jane; 10:05 Allen, Margaret Buell. 
10:10 Alexander, Margaret Lee; 
10:15 Ammer, Christel Gertrude; 
10:20 Anderson, Helen Lucille; 
10:25 Becan, Virginia I.; 10:30 
Beck, Elizabeth I.; 10:35 Biele, 
Myrtle E.; 10:45 Blair, Marion E.; 
10:50 Boardman, Virginia J.; 10:55 
Butterfield, Kathryn. 
(Continued on page two) 
eceive 
Increases Size 
And Adds Many 
New Features 
IN Will Bergwall 
The October issue of the Alumni 
Gazette was delivered to the ap-
plet iative student body of William 
and Maiy the week of September 
25. Se\eral new features have 
been added among which are the 
distinguished alumnus column, a 
highly glossed cover, four addi-
tional pages with two full pages 
of photographs and a new type of 
alumni news in the form of a 
letter from the permanent secre-
tary of the class of 1939, Frances 
Grodecouer. 
The Gazette opens with a" res-
ume of the events of the '89 finals 
week held last June which includ-
ed the election of officers and new 
directors announced in last week's 
Flat Hat, Prizes and medallion 
awards were also listed, wherein 
Sidney Jaffe received $25 for his 
article "What I expected at Wil-
liam and Mary and What I Found" 
and Mr. O. L. Shewmake, '03, and 
Miss C. T. Dennis received loyalty 
medallions. A list of alumni reg-
istered for finals week then fol-
lowed. 
Probably the editors of the Ga-
zette are proudest of their new 
feature "An Alumnus You Should 
Know", by J. H. Bell, Jr., ex-29, 
introducing Schuyler Otis Bland, 
Member of Congress from the 
First Congressional District of 
Virginia in his eleventh term. A 
brief but inspiring history of Rep-
resentative Bland is given and in 
such a style that a student feels 
that after all, any obstacle can be 
overcome on the road to success, 
for certainly Mr. Bland overcame 
a great deal in his struggle for 
funds to educate himself in law 
at William and Mary. After a 
very successful legal career, he 
was elected to Congress where he 
has served continuously since 1918. 
His most notable work in Congress 
has been on the House Committee 
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries 
of which he is chairman. 
Mr. Bland expresses his love for 
his alma mater and classmates and 
attributes his success to his moth-
er and friends. 
The editorial page devotes it-
self to a review of reviews, fond 
greetings and farewells to depart-
ing faculty and visitors. 
The address of Aernon M. Ged-
dy, '17, titled "The Golden Hour 
Is at Hand" and delivered for the 
annual Alumni Oration given at 
the Alumni Luncheon, was print-
ed in full in many Virginia news-
papers. Mr. Geddy gave a brief 
review of the situations, past and 
present, at William and Mary, and 
went on to compare privately en-
(Continued on Page 5) 
Prof. Allan Sly 
In Recital Oct, 3 
Professor Allan Sly, new-
ly appointed head of the mu-
sic department, will open the 
1939-40 concert season with 
a piano recital in Phi Beta 
Kappa Hall on Tuesday ev-
ening, October 3, at 8. P. M. 
Mr Sly, known throughout 
England, Canada, and the 
United States as composer, 
conductor, and pianist, w'.il 
be heard in a program in-
eluding works by Chopin, 
Brahms, Mozart, Beethoven, 
and Bach. There will be 
no admission charge. 
Got The Fresh 
Got The Trib 
Want Stools 
The Freshman Tribunal was re-
instated the year before last. 
Many who were then Sophomores 
felt that they had missed an es-
sential part of college life by not 
having had Freshman rules. 
Freshmen always expect some sort 
of hazing however mild it may be. 
(The idea of the Tribunal is to 
straighten out those who are ov-
erwhelmed by their own import-
ance or insist upon disobeying 
rules. 
The first batch of offenders were 
given amazingly slight sentences 
However, on second offense they 
will be treated severely. Some of 
the naughty boys and girls will 
have to carry their books in a suit-
case. One lucky little lad is wear-
ing a bow tie for a whole week. 
The Tribunal's passion for Robin 
Hood has led them to add a little 
dash of life to one girl's hat in 
the form of a five inch feather. 
It is interesting to note the 
spirit in which the "criminals" 
took their court martial. Several 
big bone crushers whose hands 
actually shook were counter-bal-
anced by those "smooth articles" 
of the cocky variety and the slam-
door-'sullen type. One stray lamb 
lapsed into eulogy on the virtues 
of the Tribunal. He admitted 
his guilt, explaining that Esquire 
does not feature the bow-tie in 
church this season. 
We've got the Tribunal, we've 
got the Freshmen—what we need 
is more stool-pigeons! 
ALOMNI BOARD MEETS 
The Board of Directors of the 
Alumni Association held its reg-
ular meeting Tuesday, September 
26th and voted to standardize the 
by-laws of all William and Mary 
Alumni Chapters and that here-
after, chapters were to be charter-
ed only from the main office in 
Williamsburg. The regulation be-
came necessary when various 
chapters would elect new secre-
taries who would neglect to im-
mediately inform the main office 
of their address, thus cutting off 
communications for indefinite per-
iods. 
Now that Sorority Rushing is Over, Read 
"Aurora's" Rise and Pall and the Moral 
By John N. Sumner 
Once upon a time there was 
born to an elderly couple named 
Bundy a lovely golden-haired baby 
girl. The baby was so beauti-
and happy that the couple searched 
with diligence for a name which 
would suit her. Finally, after re-
jecting hundreds of names, they 
decided to call her Aurora. At 
her christening the child beamed 
and gurgled so delightfully when 
the minister pronounced her name 
that the couple were sure that they 
had not made a mistake. They 
marvelled not a little that they 
had been blessed with s0 beauti-
ful a child, but they accepted 
their kind fate with becoming 
modesty. They agreed, however, 
that they should by their careful 
moulding of the child prove them-
selves worthy of so great a gift; 
so they set about training' Aurora 
to be the most delightful person 
ever created. They did their 
work well. 
. When she entered kindergarten 
Aurora caused quite a stir. The 
teacher was immediately captivat-
ed, and lavished attention upon 
her. The little girls took her to 
their bosoms and gave her color-
ed paper and ribbons and let her 
play with their dolls. The little 
boys pulled her long golden ring-
lets and knocked each other down 
whenever she wa s watching. She 
was very happy, and everybody 
loved her. 
She was the darling of the el-
ementary school. Boys and girls 
alike vied for her company. Little 
girls would go home in the after-
noon crying because Aurora had 
been playing at recess with other 
little girls. Teachers went home 
and told their friends what an ut-
terly delightful child she was. 
One boy kissed her. 
At home Aurora helped her 
mother with the dishes and dust-
ing, and she sang and prattled as 
she worked. When there was 
company for dinner Aurora smiled 
and asked if anyone would have 
some more gravy and helped to 
bring on the dessert; but she nev-
er spoke unless she was spoken to; 
and she never tried to get her-
self noticed. Guests always were 
fascinated by her, and always ask-
ed her to recite or sing. At first 
she would politely refuse, but when 
they insisted, a s they always did, 
she would comply. She had a 
sweet, childish voice and a natural 
gift for pantomime. The guests 






To Be Brought 
From Richmond 
Mortarboard will inaugurate the 
social season at the college Satur-
day, October 7, with the first 
formal. Not only will this dancts 
be the first formal but it will be 
.the first co-ed dance of the year. 
It will be held in Blow gym Oc-
tober 7th from 9 to 12 P. M. 
Music will be supplied by Earl 
Bennett, popular orchestra from 
Richmond. 
The tickets for this dance vnll 
go on sale this Wednesday in the 
stores downtown and in the wo-
men's dormitories. The price 
will be fifty cents whether the 
girl has a date or goes stag. The 
dance promises to be one of the 
outstanding social events of the 
coming year. Members of the 
Mortarboard will lead in a figure 
escorted by their dates before in-
termission at ten o'clock. 
All women students are urged to 
get their tickets as early as pos-
sible, as this is the only way the 
Mortarboard has of getting money 
for their activities. 
Mortarboard is a women's na-
tional society whose members are 
elected in their junior year on the 
three-fold basis of scholarship, 
leadership, and service. It endeav-
ors to assist the College each year 
by fostering scholarship among 
the students and encouraging a 
wholesome college atmosphere. 
The officers for this year are 
Jean Clarahan, President; Rosa 
Ellis, Vice-President; Elizabeth 
Moore, Secretary; Virginia Brenn, 
Treasuurer; Elizabeth Knoll, Edit-
or; Anne Cross, Historian. 
"Buy Tickets" 
Week Begins 
This coming week, from 
Tuesday to Friday, will be 
"Buy your season ticket 
week." Members of the 
dramatic club will be at 
both entrances of the dining 
hall to sell tirkets after 
lunch. Students are urged 
to take advantage of this 
convenience and purchase 
their tickets early. The 
prices: -1,75 for regular ad- . 
msision and $2.50 for re-
served seats. Buy your sea-
son ticket this week. 
Organization 
Plans Wanted 
All student organizations are re-
quested to hand in schedules of 
activities (meetings, receptions, 
special occasions, etc.) for the 
session of 1939-40 at the office of 
Miss Wynne Roberts in Barrett 
Hall or at the office of Mr. John 
E. Hocutt, 112 Marshall Wythe 
Building. 
Schedules must be submitted 
promptly since a calendar of events 
is in preparation and will be com-
plete within a few days. In the 
event of conflicting activities the 
organization making the first re-
quest will be granted permission 
to schedule an activity on a de-
sired date. 
NOTICE 
Deadline! Aurora's continued 
popularity makes the story of 
her activities too' interesting 
for one issue of the Flat Hat? 
so—watch next week! 
Chi Delta Phi, the national lit-
erary fraternity for women is 
holding its fall tryouts. All ap-
plicants should submit at least 3 
original manuscripts, typewritten, 
of as varied nature as possible. 
All manuscripts must be brought 
or sent to Edith Harris, 214, Jef-
ferson Hall, by Monday, October 
9. The tryout is open to all wo-
men students. 
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Pictures 
(Continued f rom page one) 
11:00 Anderson, M a r t h a V.; 
11:05 Averil l , M a r g a r e t S.; 11:10 
Bazile, Virginia Lee ; 11:15 Bir-
chet t , M y r a ; 11:20 Blair , Marva L. 
11:25 Bouldin, Dora D. ; 11:30 
Boyd, B e t t y M.; 11:35 Bradley, 
Shir ley S.; 11:40 Brandt , J a n e ; 
11:45 Caldwell, M a r y L.; 11:50 
Clawson, B a r b a r a ; 11:55 Colmus, 
J e a n . 
1:00 Anderson, M a r t h a Selden: 
1:05 Barclay, Mary M.; 1:10 Bar-
ton, Ru th ; 1:15 Bigler , M a r g a r e t 
R.; 1:20 Black, S a r a M.; 1:25 
Boatwr ight , Nancy A.; 1:30 Bonyn-
NATIONAL ! 
BARBER SHOP 
(over P a s t r y Shop) 
Service is Our Motto 
<N££££$-0-£4-$-$->4-$~$-4-$-$->44~$-4-$ 
% F O R P R I N T I N G t 
X see t h e X 
% VIRGINIA GAZETTE, Inc. $ 
f Phone 192 t 
Y Rear of Pos t Office jc 
E. L. DANLEY 
Watches , Jewelry Repai r ing 
Pr ince George S t r ee t 
Wil l iamsburg, Va. 
S T A N D A R D P R I C E S 
•$••$••$-&*§••$•-&$•'$••$• < H H > •0~v"0-<>-O~O-^-*"4 ,"v'<5-
P U R E OIL COMPANY 
PRODUCTS 
CANDY - TOBACCO 
D R I N K S - P A S T R I E S 
STADIUM SERVICE 
STATION 
7 A. M. to 11:30 P . M. 
••*"*-4"4~*-<><>-4"v'"Y"y-*'-4>-^-4"<>-0-*-4™v*^'J' v> 
ge, Emil ie J . ; 1:35, Brenn, Virgin-
ia L.; 1:40 Bri t ton , Ki t ty J . ; 1:45 
Bri t ton, Mary B. ; 1:50 Brown J a n e 
Mal lory; 1:55 Buchser, Vi rg in ia ; 
2:00 A r m s t r o n g , Virg in ia ; 2:05 
Barker , Josephine E . ; 2:10 Barnes , 
Mar jor ie ; 2:15 Bourne, Marcia ; 
2:20 Burton, S a r a h W.; 2:25 But t , 
Ellen E . P . ; 2:30 But t s , Helen; 
2:35 Cady, Phyl l i s G.; 2:40 Camp-
bell, Janice E . ; 2:45 Car te r , An-
ne t te J . ; 2:50 Cavan, E m m a C ; 
2:55 Chick, Dorothy B. 
3:00 Berg-Johnson, Dor is ; 3:05 
Black, Mary R.; 3:10 Buchan, 
I rene J.; 3:15 Campbell , J ane t E ; 
3:20 Car te r , Be t ty V.; 3:25 
Chambers , Be t ty L.; 3:30 Cheat-
ham,, Helen, L.; 3:30 Chisholm, 
Nancy W. ; 3:40 Clarahan , J e a n ; 
3:45 Claudon, Virginia J . ; 3:50 
Wood, J a n e t ; 3:55 Coleman, Vev-
erly A. 
4:00 Brookfield, Mary R.; 4:05 
Bull, El izabeth L.; 4:10 Colpit is , 
Mary A. ; 4:15 Cook, Carol ine; 
4:20 Cook, El izabeth J . ; 4:25 
Cooke, W a n d a ; 4:35 Copperidge, 
Dorothy I.; 4:40 Cot terman, Cath-
er ine ; 4:45 Coubourne, Virginia L.; 
4:50 Cowan, Christ ine. 
5:35 Cox, J e a n B . ; 5:40 Cox, 
M a r t h a W.; 5:45 Crabtree , Con-
stance S.; 5:50 Croft, Marion E. 
5:55 Craig, L a u r a E . 
7:00 ;Craighead, El izabeth E . 
7:05 Crane, Susan ; 7:10 Creighton, 
Bett ie M.; 7:15 Crist , J e a n L.; 
7:20 Cross, Anne P . ; 7:25 Darby, 
Frances H.; 7:S0 Dar ragh , Mary 
M.; 7:35 Davis, E leanor ; 7:10 
Davis, El izabeth ; 7:45 Dial, Darian 
L.; 7:50 Dickenson, El la C ; 7:55 
Dobie, Lucy. 
8:00 Doepke, Virgin ia ; 8:05 
Doerschuk, Ruth R.; 8:10 Donald, 
Ka ther ine L.; 8:15 Dority, Lucy 
C ; 8:20 Douglas, El izabeth M.; 
Dreyer , Lucie L.; 8:35 Duncan, 
8:25 Douglas, Lillian A.; 8:30 
Phone S14 ? 
The Middlesex House 
Will iamsburg, Va. 
Breakfas t Served in Rooms 
•3^'0"$"$"^^^^t~v»-fr"^"v'"3"$"0"-$"fr,ti>"y"$"^"y"fr 
T H E POOR PILGRIMS 
Think of the poor Pi lgr im, wi th 
his crude home, hewn from the 
rough fores t t rees , and his ill-fit-
t i n g hand-pegged shoes. And his 
gra t i tude for t he li t t le t h a t was 
his ! And then, think of t he Mod-
e rn Shoe Repairs we fea ture -— 
Strong and s m a r t and comfortable 
as the newest of .modern new 
shoes! Something to be real ly 
thankful for! 
CAMPUS O. K. SHOE SHOP 
W. S. Murphy, Propr ie to r 
Back of Soror i ty Court 
...SEND your laundry 
home by convenient 
RAILWAY EXPRESS 
Thrifty idea, this: It saves you bother, and cash too, for 
you can express it home "collect", you know. So phone 
our agent today. He'll call for your weekly package, 
speed it away by fast express train, and when it 
returns, deliver your laundry to you —all with-
out extra charge. Complete and handy, eh? 
Only RAEIWAY EXPRESS gives this service, and 
it's the same with your vacation baggage. For 
either or both, just pick up a phone and call 
1839 ...A Century of Strvitt, .. 193S 
RAILWAY 
EXPRESS 
A G E N C Y . I X C . 
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE 
Sue V.; 8:40 Dunn, J a n e P . 8:45 
Dunn, Madge N . ; 8:50 Duryea , 
F rances M.; 8:55 Duval, M a r g a r e t 
C. 
9:00 Eas t lack , M a r y M.; 9:05 
Eas tmen t , Adr ienne; 9:10 Ea ton , 
M a r g a r e t A. ; 9:15 Edge , Cather ine 
E . ; 9:20 Edger ton , Emi ly ; 9:25 
Edinger , M a r y K.: 9:30 Edwards , 
J e a n R.; 9:35 Edwards , M a r g a r e t ; 
9:40 Edyvean, Haze l ; 9:45 Ell iot t , 
Grace. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5 
8:00 Anderson, Ba rba ra J . ; 8:05 
Ellis, Rosa; 8:10 Ely, Louise H.; 
8:15 Eppinger , Louise; 8:20 Fa r r , 
J e a n W.; 8:25 Flavell , Grace A. ; 
8:30 Ford, Marga re t S.; 8:35 
Francione, F lorence; 8:40 Fulcher , 
Mar tha E . ; 8:45 Funs ten ,F lorence ; 
8:50 Gaetjens, Clara L.; 8:55 
Gammack, Dorothy; 9:00 Finn, 
Ruth EL; 9:05 F i tzHugh , Virginia ; 
9:10 Gay, M a r t h a E . ; 9:15 Grif-
fin, Dorothy V.; 9:20 Hage r ty , 
El len; 9:25 Harden, J a n e ; 9:30 
Har r i s , Ed i t h ; 9:35, Collmus, J ean 
E. ; 9:40 Harvey , Lucille A.; 9:45 
Hiden, Mary N . ; 9:50 Hile, Phyl-
lis A.; 9:55 Hill Mildred A. 
10:00 Ely, E leanor ; 10:05 E t t c r -
shank, J ean A.; 10:10 Evere t t , 
M a r g a r e t L.; 10:15 Ewing, Ema-
lee S.; 10:20 Feldwisch, El izabeth 
L.; 10:25 Figley, M a r g a r e t ; 10:30 
Fos ter , El izabeth E . ; 10:35 French , 
Marga re t A.; 10:40 Gars t , Gerald-
ine G.; 10:45 Gordon, Geradine M.; 
10:50 Gould, Virginia R.; 10:55 
Gross, Edi th E . 
11:00 Fulwider , Glen L.; 11:05 
Gordon, Louise; 11:10 Green, Dora 
E . ; 11:15 Green, Ki t ty T.; 11:201 
Grimes, Marie E . ; 11:25 Groggins, 
J a n e ; 11:30 Hampton , Ger t rude E. ; 
11:35 Harder , Lucille; 11:40 Har -
rell, Emily K.; 11:45 Har r i s , Marie 
A.; 11:50 Har r i s s Edy the C ; 11:55 
Harvey , Janice E . 
1:00 Ervin , Mae B. ; 1:05 Gaines, 
Mar tha W.; 1:10 Gildner, Marjor-
ie ; 1:15 Haup t , Marjorie C; 1:20 
Haynes , Doris M.; 1:25 Hellers , 
Marie E. ; 1:30 Henderson, Mary 
E. ; 1:35 Herman , Flora E . ; 1:40 
Hill, Margue r i t e ; 1:45 Hogshire , 
Dorothy L.; 1:50 Holmes, Wiletha 
E . ; 1:55 Holton, Georgie A. 
2:00 Gates, Alice H. ; 2:05 Holz-
mueller, Ruth A.; 2:10 Hooper, 
Betsy L.; 2:15 Hopkins, Grace C ; 
2:20 Howard, M a r y M.; 2:25 
Hoyle, Na t t i e V.; 2:30 Hulsey, 
Be t ty J . ; 2:35 Hunt , Hope ; 2:40 
Irwin, Be t ty J . ; 2:45 Ivey, Jeanne 
L.; 2:50 Jacobs, F rances ; 2:55 
Jahnke , M a r g a r e t L. 
3:00 Ford, E the l ; 3:05 Gar re t t 
Virginia E. ; 3:10 Harr ison, E m m a 
A.; 3:15 Heckman, Mar ianne ; 3:20 
Hines, Lucy M.; 3:25 Holmes, 
Mary A.; 3:30 Holt, Be t ty A.; 
3:35 Hopkins , Mar jor ie ; 3:40 Hul-
cher, Claire L.; 3:45 J a r r e t t , J o a n ; 
3:50 Jefferson, J e a n n e ; 3:55 Jen-
nings, Mildred R. 
4:00 Johnson, Mar tha E. ; 4:05 
Jones , Alice G.; 4:10 Jones , Cath-
erine R.; 4:15 Jones, Gladys; 4:20 
Jones , Helen E. ; 4:25 Jones Rosa-
lid; 4:30 Jordan, Dorothy M.; 4:35 
Jourdan, , F r ances ; 4:40 Judd, 
Dorothy Y.; 4:45 Kearney , Flora 
M.; 4:50 Keat , Ruth V.; 4:55 
Kelcey, Theodosia S. 
5:30 Kelly, M a r g a r e t H.; 5:40 
Kemp, Audrey M.; 5:45 Kemp, 
Dorothy B.; 5:50 Kempf, Barbara 
M.; 5:55 Kempfer , Evelyn W. 
7:00 Kein, Ba rba ra F . ; 7:05 Ket-
sules, J u n e E. ; 7:10 Kimbrell , 
Audrey ; 7:15 King, Eleanor S.; 
7:20 Klienfelter, J e a n M.; 7:25 
• LADIES REVERSIBLE % 
% TRENCH COATS % 
| Gabardine and Plaid or Wool | 
t Sizes 12-20 $.99 f 
f F R I E D M A N ' S D E P T STORE | 
P ic tu re F r a m i n g , Keys 
Made, Electr ical Appl iances , 
Paint , I roning Boards . 
Peninsula Hardware Corp. 
Phone 115 
W W W W * W * W H W * H * f W W W W # W W W * W W W H W W 
v\ yv 
Colonial Restaurant 
The Home of Famous Food 
INVITES YOU TO ENJOY YOUR MEALS IN A 
PLEASANT AIR CONDITIONED 
RESTAURANT 
¥/e Specialize in all kinds of western Sizzling 
Steaks and Smithfield Hams and Roast Chicken 
Dinners form the Rotisserie. Also Chinese 
Dishes. 
DAILY SEAFOOD OF ALL KINDS IN SEASON. ALSO CHERRYSTONE 
OYSTERS AND CLAMS ON THE HALF SHELL. MAINE LOBSTERS-
MAKE THE COLONIAL YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR YOUR MEALS 
UNDER THE PERSONAL MANAGEMENT OF STEVE SACALIS 
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS. WE DELIVER. PHONE 794 
Klinge, Edna L. ; 7:30 Knight , 
F rances S.; 7:35 Knoll, El izabeth 
A.; 7:40 Koontz, Mary C ; 7:45 
Kyle, Muriel C ; 7:55 Lamber t , 
Noel ; 8:00 Laughner , M a r g a r e t ; 
8:05 Leach, Lois; 8:10 Lebair, 
P e g g y ; 8:15 Lehman, J o a n ; 8:20 
Leibowitz, Leah; 8:25 Leikin, 
Beverly; 8:30 Lengnick, Evelyn 
R.; 8:35 Lindsay, El len F . ; 8:40 
Lindquist , Dorothy; 8:45 Locke, 
Doris, J . ; 8:50 Longins, Virginia 
O.; 8:55 Longley, M a r g a r e t ; 9:00 
Lucas, J u n e ; 9:05 Lucas, M a r g r a -
et M.; 9:10 Luxton, I r m a G.; 9:15 
Lyngaas , J e a n E ; 9:20 Lynn, Mary 
C; 9:25 Lytle, Marjorie L ; 9:30 Mc-
Car thy, Ha r r i e t ; 9:35 McCarthy, 
Mar tha ; 9:40 McCurr, Lucy; 9:45 
McCormick, Camilla. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 
8:00 Mabry, E leanor ; 8:05 Mae-
neil, J a n e O.; 8:10 Mackerr , Flor-
ence; 8:15 Markle , Virginia L.; 
8:20 May, Carl in; 8:25 Melvin, 
Helen I.; 8:30 Mercer, J a n e ; 8:35 
Miller, Mary J . ; 8:40 Mitchell, 
Ann ; 8:45 Moller, Mir iam; 8:50 
Mallory, Ha r r i e t ; 8:55 Moncure, 
Mary B. 
9:00 McDermott , Helen F . ; 9:05 
McDonald, Virginia; 9:10 Hoover, 
Ka th ryn M.; 9:15 Mavor, Cath-
erine M.; 9:20 Milne. Marion E. ; 
9:25 Mitchell, M a r g a r e t ; 9:30 
Mode, Florence A.; 9:35 Moses, 
Carolyn F . ; 9:40 Munce, Lelia A.; 
9:45 Murray , Ha r r i e t E . ; 9:50 
Nixon, Pa t r i c ia ; 9:55 Obst, Paul -
ine M.; 10:00 McEldowney, J e a n ; 
10:05 Mallory, Louise. 
10:10 Mapother , Anne P . ; 10:15 
Moore; Sa rah E. ; 10:20 Morris , 
Muriel H.; 10:25 Nasm, Nancy G.; 
10:30 Ner tor , Olive R.; 10:35 
Nichols, Pa t r ic ia ; 10:40 Oberrend-
er, Helen L.; 10:45 Old, Mary R.; 
10:50 Overholser, Dorothy; 10:55 
Paul , F rances O. 
11:00 Matejka, , Gardina; 11:05 
Mathes , Joyce; 11:10 Meinhard, 
M a r g a r e t W. ; 11:15 Mordan, Bet-
ty J . ; 11:20 Morgan, Mary T.; 
11:25 Nichols, Nata l ie ; 11:30 Not-
t ingham, Eleanor L.; 11:35 Os-
borne, Mary V.; 11:40 Peck, Mar-
g a r e t M.; 11:45 Poarche, F r a n c e s ; 
11:50 Pollard, Frances A. 
11:55 Yeaman, Lucy. 
1:00 Meryman, Florence; 1:05 
Mooers, Char lot te R.; 1:15 Murch, 
Doris C ; 1:15 Murray , Arlene T. ; 
1:20 Odell, Kather ine E . ; 1:25 
Ogden, Dorothy M.; 1:30 Parker , 
Nancy J . ; 1:35 Pa t e , Marion Anne ; 
1:40 Pa t t en , Mary M.; 1:45 Phil-
lips, Emelie M.; 1:50 Phillips, Lois 
J . ; 1:55 Plunket t , Susie K. 
2:00 Magee, J a y n e L.; 2:05 
Moore, Be t ty ; 2:10 O'Farrel l , Mary 
W.; 2:15 Parker , Jeanne S.; 2:20 
Ranges, Muriel C ; 2:25 Rapp, 
Ruth E . ; 2:30 Rathbun, Edi th G.; 
2:35 Reindollar, J eanne L.; 2:40 
Richards , M a r g a r e t H.; 2:45 Rit-
chie, Josephine B. ; 2:50 Robertson, 
Otelia O.; 2:55 Robinson, Evelyn 
B. 
3:00 Massenburg, Carr ie W.; 
3:05 Price, Nancy F . ; 3:10 Reiff, 
J e a n ; 3:15 Reitz, Mar ie ; 3:20 Rey-
nolds, Lucile E.; 3:25 Rickeston, 
Har r ie t A. ; 3:30 Riffolt, Astr id 
M.; 3:35 Robinson, M a r g a r e t A.; 
3:40 Rockwell, Maude ; 3:45 Rog-
ers . Edi th H. ; 3:50 Rogers , Nata l ie 
J . ; 3:55 Ronalds, M a r g a r e t S. 
4:00 Rosenson, J a n e t R.; 4:05 
Ross, Dorothy J . ; 4:10 Roulstone, 
Ka ther ine ; 4:15 Rowan, E leanor ; 
4:20 Rudasill , F ranc is D. 4:25 
Russell, Mildred; 4:30 Schmitz, 
Dorothy P . ; 4:35 Schreiber, Elean-
or A . ; 4:40 Schroeder, A u r a R.; 
4:45 Sease, Dorothy H.; 4:50 
Seward, A n n e ; 4:55 Seymour, 
Frances C. 
5:00 Wolf, Frances J a n e ; 5:35 
Shafer, Susan ; 5:40 Sheain, Shir-
ley; 5:45 Shephard, Mildred A. ; 
5:50 'Simpson, Dorothy; 5:55 
Smith, Doris C. 
7:00 Smith, El izabeth C ; 7:05 
Smith, El izabeth A.; 7:10 Smith 
Ernes t ine ; 7:15 Smith , Virginia 
M.; 7:20 Spracher, Gene A.; 7:25 
Sprague , Ha r r i e t F . ; 7:30 Staeb-
ner, Ruth ; 7:35 Sterne, Franc is V.; 
7:40 Stevenson, J e a n F . ; 7:45 
Stewar t , J a n e t G.; 7:50 Stigall , 
M a r g a r e t ; 7:55 S t range , Helen. 
8:00 S t ruminger , R u t h ; 8:05 
Styer, Lillian A.; 8:10 Swan, 
Dorothy E. ; 8:15 Taylor, E leanor ; 
8:20 Taylor, Kath leen ; 8:25 Tay-
lor, T a b b ; 8:30 Teal, E the l ; 8:35 
Terrel le , F rances A.; 
8:40 Trice, Nancy; 8:45 Tr ip-
lett , Mary ; 8:50 Tr ipp , Virginia ; 
8:55 Truxton, Constance. 
9:00 Tucker, R u t h ; 9:05 Turner , 
Bet ty M.; 9:10 Tweedy, Cleo E . ; 
9:15 Tyler , Bet ty P . ; 9:20 Van 
Wyck, Ger t rude ; 9:25 Vince, Helen 
B.; 9:30 Vogel, Dorothy R.; 9:35 
Vreeland, E l s i e ; 9:40 Wagener , 
F rances ; 9:45 Wakeman , El iza-
beth . 
S A T U B W i ' / , OCTOBER 7 
8:00 Roulstone, F r a n c e s ; 8:05 
Ryan , Nanr*- C ; 8:10 Schneider, 
Beat r ice ; 8:15 Walker , Sally B. ; 
8:20 Wallace, Audrey L e e ; 8s2S 
Wallace, E . Louise; 8:30 Wallace, 
Gervais ; 8:35 Wall ing, Dorothy E.; 
8:40 Walwor th , J e a n ; 8:45 W a r -
ren, Anne t t e G.; 8:50 Waymack , 
Lil l ian; 8:55 Weaver , Louise. 
9:00 Rossbacher, Agnes ; 9:05 
Welch, Virginia G.; 9:10 White , 
I r ene ; 9:15 Whitfield, Dorothy P . ; 
9:20 Whitehil l , Be t ty E . ; 9:25 
Whit t ington, Eloise; 9:30 Wilde, 
Elsie M.; 9:35 Wrigh t , Ju l i a ; 9:40 
York, El izabeth A, 
10:00 Wal ton , Alice L. ; 10:05 
War ren , N o r m a ; 10:10 West , 
M a r g a r e t ; 10:15 Whi te , E d n a ; 
10:20 Whi te , El izabeth G ; 10:25 
White , Carol ; 10:30 White , P ru -
dence W.; 10:35 Wiegand, J e a n ; 
10:40 Wilks, Evelyn R.; 10:45 
Will iams, Har r i e t E . ; 10:50 Wil-
l iams, Regina E. ; 10:55 Wilson, 
Virginia . 
11:00 Warr ine r , Anne ; 11:05 
Weaver , M a r y ; 11:10 Whi taker , 
Nel la; 11:15 Wilkinson, Nonie; 
11:20 Wilson, Emi ly ; 11:25 Wilt-
shire, Mildred; 11:30 Woods, 
Eileen; 11:35 Yachnin, Florence; 
11:40 Zarbock, M a r y F r a n c e s ; 
11:45 Zimmerman, El izabeth 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 9 . 
8:00 Will iams, Ruth M.; 8:05 
Wood, El izabeth M.; 8:10 Worley, 
J u n e ; 8:15 Owen, J o h n ; 8:20 Og-
den, Judd ; 8:25 Newton, Robert 
M.; 8:30 Musser, Will iam M.; 
8:35 Murray , A r t h u r H.; 8:40 
Murden, For res t D.; 8:45 Muecke, 
Char les ; 8:50 Mougey, John T.; 
8:55 Morel, Wil l iam N. 
9:10 Miller, Edward H.; 9:15 
Meeks, Montie S.; 9:20 H e a r s , 
Richard M.; 9:25 May, J o h n ; 9:30 
Whitehouse, Henry ; 9:35 Wein-
berg , Norman S.; 9:40 War ren , 
H a r r y S.; 9:45 Ward , Roy; 9:50 
Walton, Alfred R.; 9:55 Walker , 
Samuel Y. 
10:00 Morse, Norman H.; 10:05 
Moore, George W.; 10:10 Mer r i t t , 
Roy B. ; 10:15 Menzel, Robert W. ; 
10:20 Marable , William H.; 10:25 
Manzi, Anthony B. ; 10:30 Maisch, 
H a r r y C ; 10:35 Wors te r , Fred S.; 
10:40 Wil l iams, Eve re t t C ; 10:45 
Wilkinson, William B. ; 10:50 
Watson, Hugh L. 
11:00 Musante , H a r r y ; 11:05 
Morewitz, Bu r t M.; 11:10 Mitchell, 
Elliot; 11:15 Mirmelstoin, Howard 
C ; 11:20 Maucione, Anthony W.; 
11:25 Makler, P a u l ; 11:30 Winder , 
Augus tus M.; 11:35 Wahab , J a m e s 
H. ; 11:40 Wade, Robert M.; 11:45 
Wade, Henry C; 11:50 Rubin, Saul ; 
11:55 Schneider, W a r r e n J . 
1:00 Nowak, Roger P . ; 1:05 
Moncure, Thomas M.; 1:10 Meyer, 
•6- A O T k T f-< m ,rv i n . - * - , , - , ^ . | A. & N . S T O R E S ^ 
v Wil l iamsburg, Va. • « • 
S P O R T I N G GOODS t 
Men's Ready to Wea r ^ 
Clothing 
Athletic Supplies t 
David; 1:15 Measday, W a l t e r ; 1:20 
Maddy, John W.; 1:25 Wya t t , Wil-
l iam W.; 1:30 Whit ing, Richard A.; 
1:35 Watson, Darrel l A.; 1:45 
Walloch, Elliot A.; 1:50 Walker , 
Raymond A.; 1:55 Samuell , R. 
Rowe 
2:00 Wavle, John A.; 2:05 Ro-
gow, Howard A.; 2:10 Russell , 
Berna rd ; 2:15 Sanders , W h a r t o n ; 
2:20 San Juan , Victor M.; 2:25 
Scott, Howard P . ; 2:30 Scripps, 
Char les E . ; 2:35 Sneft, David V.; 
2:40 Shwiller, Seymour; 2:45 
Sierks , E d w a r d P . ; 2:50 Simons, 
Bruce H.; 2:55 Sknonson, Louis A. 
3:00 May, Edward C ; 3:05 Mas-
t e r s , Har l ie H. ; 3:10 Wr igh t , 
Richard H.; 3:15 West , George B. ; 
3:20 Wein, Sidney; 3:25 Rose 
Gerald J . ; 3:30 Schrier, Ear l M.; 
3:35 Shay, Vincent; 3:40 Shinn, B. 
John ; 3:45 Shryock, Thomas J ; 3:50 
Sills, Richard; 8:55 Simerman, 
Alber t . 
4:00 Simerman, Seymour ; 4:05 
Simpson, Benjamin; 4:10 Sinclair, 
Clement F . ; ,4:15 Sisson, George; 
4:20 Sivik, Henry C ; 4:25 Size-
more , Ju l ian C; 4:30 Slack, Munsey; 
4:35 Slater, Wil l iam; 4:40 Smith, 
Alan ; 4:45 Smith, Thomas E. ; 
4:50 Smith, Wa l t e r ; 4:55 Snead, 
| D R . B R A N T L E Y H E N D E R S O N ? 
X Wil l iamsburg, Va, $• 
A Eye , E a r Nose and Throa t . 
x Lenses Duplicated 
Oscar M. 
5:35 Snowdon, Wal te r S.; 5:40 
Sparber , David; 5:45 Stainton, 
Robert S.; 5:50 Stal lman, Howard, 
A.; 5:55 Stephens , Raymond W. 
7:00 Mat thews , Waldo F . ; 7:05 
Hedgecock, Samuel M.; 7:10 Haz-
en, Robert H ; 7:15 Haynie , Robert 
L.; 7:20 Hayden, Charles L. ; 7:25 
H a r t , Ralph W.; 7:30 Harpe r , 
Roger K.; 7:35 Harper , John P . ; 
7:40 Harper , George W.; 7:45 
Harkless , Armand W.; 7:50 H a r -
gis , J a m e s A . ; 7:55 Hanson, Gor-
don. ' • • -""•' 
8:00 Hanson, A r t h u r B . ; 8:05 
Hanna , Gordon W.; 8:10 Hanley, 
Joseph J . ; 8:15 Hanley, J a m e s J . ; 
(Continued on page 5) 












Block F rom 
on Richmond 
All TEXACO Products 
CANDY, ' SOFT DRINKS, 
TOBACCOS, P A S T R I E S 
< > • 
BAND BOX CLEANERS 
(Incorporated) : 


















DRUGS SODAS SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
Phone 29 We Deliver 
this is the graceful Pei 
•mi like a sissy 
SAYS TH£ PARKER Vt.CUMiT'C 
The College Favorite hy2 to I acid found in ordinary inks. Esquire Magazine rates it in their 
top-flight gift selections. And Jean 
fe^ P I1FIL# 
Not a clumsy metal object, but a 
fine precision instrument—a stream-
lined Featherweight, whose 14 K 
Gold Point glides nimbly across your 
paper, making your thoughts glow on 
the page like a living trai l— that 's 
the new Parker Vacumatio! 
Yet five devastating demonstra-
tions prove that it lasts a lifetime, 
and also easily withstands acid that 
eats away a railroad spike—the same 
Pom: fSlo S1250 Pencil, #0 Atefcfc $ 3 » ,„ $ 5 0 0 
f Pens marked with the Blue Diamond sne suarartetM for thp liie ot the ownei ai.aiaf.fc 
e^erythi ' . i oKc^pi* k>=*. or intentional damage, 
subjectonly to a charge oi 35e for po^ta^c.insur-
ance. and ii ud!':i^, p . j v i d ' d ojnr>ieU pen is 
returned ioi bervicc. 
Abbey of Woman's Home Companion 
says : " I t s sparkling, shimmering, 
laminated style of circlets of Pear l 
and Jet is the loveliest I 've ever laid 
my eyes on." 
I t holds far more ink than ordinary 
rubber ink sac pens. For i ts sacless 
Diaphragm filler abolishes rubber sac, 
lever filler, and piston pump. I ts Tele-
vision barrel shows the level of i n k -
prevents running dry in classes or 
exams. 
Go and try it today—and be sure 
to look for the Blue Diamond mark 
on the smart ARROW clip—that 
means it's guaranteed for liie! 
You'll never have to buy another pen, 
The Parker Pen Co., j'anssville. Wis, 
COLLEGE PHARMACY, Williamsburg, Va. 
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ians Hold Navy For 3 Periods 
The W. & M. victory scored over Navy was 
not in the regime of former coach Boeoek, 
but that of former coach Kellison, 
C.IH..IUJI 
By FRANK EAFLO 
The ball was snapped from center about 
100 times in the Nevy game last Saturday. 
If ever two things were the same in appearance and yet 
so completely opposite in quality, they certainly were the 
31-6 vicetory which William and Mary scored over Guilford 
two weeks ago and the 31-6 defeat handed the Indians by the 
proud and not quite so haughty sons of the Navy. On the 
one hand the winners were the superior team on the field 
without question. They ran up five touchdowns by using 
only th esimplest formations, they held the enemy to a nega-
tive gain from scrimmage and they allowed their goal line 
to be crossed on one of those kick-off run backs which hap-
pen to a team about once every decade, 
But what of the other game? In summation we mgiht 
say that if the game at Annapolis had suddenly been called 
about half way through the third quarter, the Indians would 
have walked off the field wiht a 6-6 tie and the knowledge 
that they were the best performers of the afternoon. The 
sailors talked of injured regulars, of lack of practice, of a 
lot of things before game time but even these were insuffici-
ent when, early in the first quarter—with complete disregard 
for the power of the Navy—the Indians started pushing at 
the Navy goal line. The initia Iscoring punch was lacking, 
however, and the Middies settled down and began to show 
off again. After they had run off their first six points the 
camera men over the top of the press box stopped taking 
.shots of every play and relaxed to watch the forthcoming 
Navy scores. 
COM! BACK FIGHTING 
Their nonchalance was rudely shaken by the determin-
ation with which the Indians continued to play and utterly 
overwhelmed when Birtchfield broke into the open with the 
safety man was sent cleanly to the ground, to allow the In-
dians to gain their first six points against Navy since 1936. 
When the first half was finally over the statistics clearly 
showed who had been doing what. In first downs, in yards 
gained from rushing, in yards gained from passing, and even 
in distance punts, the Indians were solidlly holding down first 
position. 
The beginning of the third quarter saw little radical 
change except that the ball now remained completely in Navy 
territory as the Voyles men did not wait for the breaks but 
made their own. The scroing punch was lacking, however, 
and the tie remained intact. 
SUPERIOR RESERVES *"" 
The Navy not to be outdone, however, kept sending in 
new men and finally in the latter part of this third period 
they began to" click. The Indian line began to open up and 
the Middle backs raced through to run up a total of 31 
points. There is one point which must be stressed, however. 
It was not a case of the Navy turning on her power. As a 
matter of fact every available first string man was in there 
the first half. They threw everything they had at the Indi-
ans and came up second best. The men who did the scoring 
were rookies who came into the game as fresh men and 
found that after 40 minutes of terrific fighting, the Indians 
were finally getting tired. Lacking capable reserves and 
manpower, the Indians just couldn't last the entire game and 
when they tired it was easy for the opposition to run through 
as they pleased. The point remains, however, that in the 
first half, against the real power of the Navy team, the W. 
& M. team did better than hold their own. We can only won-
der if the state oppoistion will have the reserves with which 
to wear down the team and eke out a victory by virtue of 
man power alone ? 
Everything which we have said has been commendable 
and we certainly mean it to be for this Navy game was one 
of the best played games by a Willim aan Mary team which 
we have seen here in the course of four years. The material 
with which the team has been moulded is inferior to the ma-, 
terial of last year and as a result we should like to add our 
meager bit of praise to what has already been said about the 
efforts of Coach "Voyles and his staff. He has said, again 
and again that "W. & M. will do better than break even with ! 
her natural rivals." We feel sure that he is right. 
NOT ALL PERFECT 
This is not intended to be all praise and show how the 
Indians have a wonderful record. The 31 points which the 
Navy scored Saturday certainly speak for themselves. The 
numerous fumbles which the boys made at critical moments, 
are no boast; too many off-side penalties are no help and the 
lack of a real scoring punch around the enemy twenty yard 
line is certainly evident. The Navy game did a lot. It show-
ed the boys what they can do, while it certainly should not 
cause them to suffer from an attack of over-confidence. At 
this time one thing seems certain, that barring any drastic 
physical injuries, the William and Mary football team will 
improve with every game they play this season, and whether 
win or lose, they'll be a potent threat to any team they meet 
up with in the coming season. While cautioning everyone 
not succumb to false optimism, we cannot but feel just a 
little bit better about the whole thing than we have at any 
time during this past season. 
MATOAKA PARK RIDING SCHOOL J •4-t i 
t 
Classes Daily 10:15, 2 O'clock and 3:30 
ror information Call Barrett Hall Of. 208 or Stables 71 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEGINNERS 




Are Not To Be Taken 
Lightly Despite Poor 
Record So Far This Year 
The William and Mary Indians, 
after suffering their first defeat 
of the season at the hands of 
powerful Navy last Saturday, will 
attempt to regain their winning 
form, when they travel to New-
port News to face the Apprentice 
School football team, Saturday. 
Although the Maroon and Gray 
were defeated in their opening 
game by the University of Rich-
mond, 37 to 0; and dropped their 
second contest in as many starts 
when Emory and Henry eked out 
a 6 to 0 win last Friday, the out-
come of the game is unpredictable, 
as Coach William H. "Yank" Col-
lier has 17 lettermen returning on 
a squad that numbers 37 men, with 
the Shipbuilders, offering possible 
back-field threats in Bill Brinn 
and Lin Bunting. Captain Charley 
Utsey, at left end, and Bob Wal-
ton at left tackle are the team's 
standout linemen. 
Collier, who is a graduate of 
Augusta Military Academy, Ap-
prentice School, and the Universi-
ty of Rochester, was named var-
sity mentor last year, and is as-
sisted in his coaching responsibil-
ities by Joe Tilghman, who has 
been line coach at the school since 
1935; assistant line coach H. B. 
Wynne, guard at Apprentice in 
1930-31, and Granville Gresham, 
former outstanding athlete at Wil-
liam and Mary. The student man-
ager is William fE Eken 
It is probable that the Indians 
will continue their air attack 
which was potent at times in last 
week's Navy game, if the contest 
develops into a close one, with 
Harold Birtchfield and Jimmie 
Howard bearing the brunt of the 
passing. 
The game is scheduled to start 
at 2:30, at the Newport News 
High School stadium. 











































The 1939-40 season of Woman's 
Intramural sports began today with 
the start of the tennis tourna-
ment. 
For those to whom the system 
of women's intramurals is new, a 
brief explanation should be made. 
Under the head of a 'student 
leader—this year, Frances Paul, 
Gamma Phi—and with the help of 
faculty advisors •— Miss Lucille 
Lowry and Miss Virginia Dix 
Sterling—several sports are play-
ed between teams forming dormi-
tory and sorority leagues. Each 
of these organizations elects a 
student to serve as intramural j 
manager, and upon these individu-
als falls the responsibility of form-
(Continued on page five) 
THE NEW A. A. 
V<»y/e,s*CU. 
"Wake up old man, there is no more time to sleep around here." 
Low Scoring Features 
Week fs Basketball Play 
Favorites Win and Lose; 
Sigma Rho Swamped; 
S. A. E. Shows Power 
All the fraternity basketball 
teams were active last week as 
the infra-mural season got under 
way. Sigma Alpha Epsilon got 
off to a successful start with a 
38-4 win over Kappa Sigma. Sig-
ma Pi defeated last year's champ, 
Sigma Rho, 27-5, Phi Alpha took 
the Pi K. A.'s 19-14 in a hard 
fought contest, Pi Lambda Phi 
was defeated by Lambda Chi Al-
pha 14-9. Kappa Alpha and Theta 
Delta Chi engaged in the highest 
scoring game of the week with 
the K. A.'s coming out at the top 
end of a 42-30 decision. The Phi 
Kappa ITau-Kappa Sigma game 
was won by the Phi Tau's by a 
forfeit. 
The games played thus far do 
not indicate very much. Some of 
the lopsided scores might lead one 
to believe that a few of the teams 
are far superior to the rest. The 
fact that these were the first 
games in the tournament must be 
taken into consideration. Some 
of the boys are playing together 
for the first time. Others have 
been playing together for two or 
three years. A few of the teams 
took advantage of the week before 
the tournament started and got in 
a little practice. Most of the 
teams, however, failed to do this 
and the lack of practice showed up 
very plainly in their playing. Most 
of the boys were playing as indi-
viduals instead of as a team. Aft-
er one or two more games the 
teams should start to function 
properly and some real hard con-
tests will be fought. 
" TENNIS UNDER WAY 
The only other intramural sport 
now being played is tennis. About 
100 boys, representing all the fra-
ternities and dormitories on cam-
pus had signed up when the en-
tries closed, last Friday evening. 
The tournament should be an in-
teresting one to follow. 
(Continued on page 8) 
New'Lacrosse 
Team To Have 
Test vs* Baltimore 
This Saturday will be a big 
event in the history of the W.A.A. 
A lacrosse team is being organiz-
ed by the women students. The 
initial game is to be with the Bal-
timore Lacrosse Club. Four al-
ums from the college who are 
members of that club, Elizabeth 
Sparks, Dot Beck, Elise Houdah, 
and Nancy Horn, have arranged 
the match. 
Up to this time there has been 
no organized lacrosse team at Wil-
liam and Mary. This past sum-
mer at Hockey camp several of our 
girls took courses in lacrosse. The 
team fro the game on Saturday is 
being organized as a club team. 
Betty Douglas, who starred in 
hockey, again comes to the head 
of the class. She gathered quite 
a reputation for herself playing on 
the All-Philadelphia Prep School 
team. Gladys Jones, Pat Lowry, 
and Virginia Dix Sterling, of the 
Physical Education Department, 
will form the nucleus of the team. 
Other members of the team will 
be Cleo Tweedy (manager of la-
crosse), Trudy Green, Louise 
Clark, Jean Jefferson, Mary Jane 
Miller, Eileen Woods, and Peg Le-
bair. Most of these girls have had 
the opportunity of being coached 
by English coaches during their 
stay in camp. With this in mind 
they hope to make a good show-
ing in their first game. 
The William and Mary captain, 
Grace Willett, has played Left-de-
fense Wing on the All American 
Team 1937-38-39. She is Second 
Vice President of National La-; 
crosse Association. Fairfax play-! 
ed All American Reverse Cover-
Point 1938-39. 
Elizabeth Sparks Dow played 
All American Reserve Second-
(Continued on Page 6) 
Frosh Await 
Fork Union 
On Oct 6 
Team Working- Hard 
To Keep Undefeated 
Record Intact for Year 
In an attempt to win their sec-
ond game in as many starts, the 
freshman football team, under the 
guidance of Coach Dwight Stues-
sey, will face an impressive Fork 
Union Military Academy, squad 
in the William and Mary stadium 
Friday afternoon. 
The cadets have been undefeat-
ed, but once tied, in their three 
games this year, with victories 
over both the City College of Bal-
timore and the Hampden-Sydney 
freshmen. They earned a score-
less tie with the scrappy V. P. I. 
frosh, last Friday, and i t is ex-
pected that the Fork Union grid-
ders will provide the Papooses 
with their first real test of the 
season. 
TIPTON HERE 
Eric "The Red" Tipton, all Am-
erican last year at Duke Universi-
ty, and an outstanding kicker, as-
sumed his duties today as fresh-
man backfield coach, and is ex-
pected to improve the punting of 
Harvey Johnson, Johnny Korcyow-
ski, Jack Warner, Jack McAfee, 
Lane Phillip's, and John Torma, 
who share the kicking assign-
ments. 
Stuessey stated, in a recent in-
terview, that "the team will enter 
the game with confidence, although 
a close, hard fought battle is an-
ticipated." The freshmen are fav-
ored to win despite injuries to 
Hartman, Baxter Gerald, Gene 
Kidd, Leonard Delaney, John Tor-
ma, and Jack Bell, all of whom are 
first string men on the sidelines, 
but it is believed that all but 
Hartman and possibly Gerald will 
see action. 
The kick-off is scheduled for 
2:30 o'clock. 
Tire In Final 
Quarter To 
Lose, 31-6 
Birtchfield Makes First 
Indian Score Against 
The Middies Since '36 
The William and Mary football 
team ran into a Navy destroyer 
Saturday afternoon and before 
the afternoon's playing was over 
had done a little torpedoing of 
their own in a lost cause as the 
Navy sailed away on the long end 
of a 31-6 score. The highlight of 
the game was supplied by our own 
Harold Birchfield when he sprint-
ed 53 yards around left end for 
the longest run of the day. In 
addition Hollingsworth in the back-
field and Whitehouse in the line 
were 'sterling performers for the 
wearers of the green jerseys. 
The game opened up with a fas!; 
first quarter in which William and 
Mary boys completely outplayed 
the Navy. However, the future 
admirals by capitalizing on the few 
breaks they got, were able to forge 
into the lead as Eowse scored on 
a 17 yard jaunt. 
The second period was almost 
completely William and Mary. 
The time was halfway gone when 
Birchfield got off on his thrilling 
run. His run would never had 
been possible had it not been for 
the beautiful down-field blocking 
of Simpson. This was by far the 
nicest play of the game by reason 
of the ran itself and the block of 
"Blondie" Simpson. The half end-
ed without any further scoring, 
BOYS T[RE IN THIRD PERIOD 
Captain Dillard chose the wind 
as the second half opened. The 
Navy was able to use a second 
team for the major part of the 
third period and wear out our 
boys at the same time. They again 
made great use of what breaks 
came their way and scored once. 
The third period ended with the 
score 12-6. 
That fatal last quarter was all 
Navy. Their ' fresh backs ran 
wild as the heat of the day and 
the toughness of the actual play 
began to tell on the weary Indians. 
Three times the Navy second 
string backs scored. The game 
ended with the score at 31-6. Had 
it lasted longer the Navy reserves 
would probably have run up a 
larger score. But, even at that 
they knew that William and Mary 
was there all through the game. 
fflhe work of Hollingsworth, 
Phillips, Simpson, and Birchfield 
in the backfield and Twiddy, 
Whitehouse, Tucker and Dillard is 
worthy of mention. The Indians 
are looking ahead to their game 
with the Apprentice School next 
week. The game that is really on 
their collective minds, though, is 
the game with V. P. I. in Rich-
mond on October 14. 
Hockey Play To 
Be Held Here On 
November 3&4 
Approximately 12 Virginia col-
lege and alumnae teams will par-
ticipate in the State hockey tourn-
ament to be held November 3 and 
4, on the William and Mary hockey 
grounds, at which time judges and 
coaches will select the All-State 
team to enter the Southeastern. 
tournament the following week, 
(Coatinaed on Paga Five) 
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YES, A LAW SCHOOL 
Ti.c Flat Hat suspicions that there are 
plenty c: students at the College of William 
and "Mary who just don't know what goes on 
around the campus. Perhaps it is because 
thev aie new here—that is excusable—but 
there are those who study here year after 
year who don't take an interest in the really 
praiseworthy movements of the student 
body. To get down to cases, the Flat Hat 
is referring"to the heroic work of a small 
group e; law students last May. That ev-
eryone shouldn't know of this is very dis-
tressing. but by the criteria of such questions 
as "Does William and Mary have a law 
school?" that seems to be the case. 
Tc refresh your memory, the Flat Hat 
will present a very brief summary of what 
went or. last spring. During their exam 
le law students were suddenly in-
:v the Board of Visitors of the Col-
'the W. & M. law school was a thing 
of the past. This decision was reached on 
the strength of such arguments as "unneces-
sary duplications within the state" and the 
like". Ordinarily, the decisions of the Board 
are accented without a murmur from the 
students." but it happened that this group of 
law students were distinctly out of the ordi-
nary. They fought it out (with the solid 
backing of"the rest of the student body) 
and convinced the Board that their decision 
was definitely ill-advised. The result was 
that a special meeting was held, the decision 
was overwhelmingly reversed, and the law 
school returned plus two new professors and 
a large;- financial grant for the betterment 
of the school. 
This group were working for what they 
believed oest fort lie school, and, after a 
great deal of bickering, attained their aims. 
It was a beautiful piece of purely spontane-
ous student action and one of which William 
and Mary may be proud. 
The Flat Hat realizes that this is a 
round about way of answering the original 
question, but it also realizes that to merely 
give the affirmative "Yes, we have a law 
school", misses the point. Those students 
and the college are duly proud of: the law7 
school and its fine record (best bar exam 
record in the state for the past several years) 
and the Flat Hat wouid like to see more 
student movements evolve. It is the only 
way the undergraduate can display the in-
itiative mettle of William and Mary to the 
other colleges and outsiders in general, and 
the Flat Hat likes to assume that we have 
our share. Furthemore, as these dozen-odd 





We Know that there are more than 
thirteen hundred young ladies and gentle-
men in the pursuit of knowledge, at this the 
College of William and Mary. The daily 
lives of these thirteen hundred is the stuff 
of which the Flat Hat is made. In the re-
porting and interpretation of this weekly 
campus life these pages attempt to fit to-
gether a newspaper representative of all stu-
dent interests. 
If our efforts do meet with your approv-
al we should like very much to know about 
it. This is your college newspaper; it de-
serves your support and freely invites your 
criticism. The Flat Hat wishes to know 
what the thirteen hundred of the student 
body think of their newspaper. Please con-
sider this our open house invitation for all 
your criticism, comments, and suggestions. 
What for example, are your ideas on 
gossip columns? Do we need more or less 
of this personal element? Would you con-
sider a weekly cartoon pertinent to college 
events worth the printing? Does the Flat 
Hat give you enough news ? Should campus 
personalities be more strongly featured? 
These are only random thoughts that 
run through our mind: surely among the 
thirteen hundred of you there must be 
many more. A welcome then to one and all 
who has something sincere to say which he 
or she considers to our improvement. Our 




The question of the week is: 
What do you think of the Flat Hat's 
policy of having one full page of features? 
* & sfc 
ANSWERS: 
There is now a tendency for students to 
read that one page and nothing else. 
"Pete" Peterson, 'W. 
Jfs * % 
It is one page to which I can always turn 
to and know I'll get a certain amount of 
amusement . . . like the funnies. 
DeWitt Richard Searles, Jr., '48. 
.
 x. , , (Editor's Note—Oh, these unsoph-isticated Freshmen). 
^ $ # 
I should like to see a return of The Par-
rot and the Soeial Column. I also think that 
the Inquiring Reporter is excellent. 
Mary Ruth Black, '42 
(Ed, Note—We think you're cute too, 
Mary). 
® $ ^ Sj( 
mmmmmmna.!! 
Dyck W. Vermilye, '43. 
* $ * sjs 
I didn't read it. 
Gladys Jones, '40 
(Ed. Note—tsk, tsk, tsk. 
* # s& $ 
It is a very fine idea but with the excep-
tion of "What's Up" the writing could be 
greatly improved. 
Frank Damrosch, III, '40, 
(Ed, Note—I won't say a thing until I 
see my lawyer.) 
* $ * $ 
What features? 
Montie "Boo" Meeks, '42. 
sji ;fc s|e -,, gc 
The idea is fine but the whole page 
needs more pep, vim, and vigor. 
Virginia Hughes, '42. 
* * * *. 
The feature page is the most interesting 
one in the paper. 
Gilmer Fitchett, '42. $ * * * 
It is very good but His Lordship needs 
bigger ears. 
Elliott Wallaeh, '42. 
(Ed. Note—All right, Elliot, we'll get 
you in the dirt column next week). 
campus 
lights 
Who: Anne Cross, senior from 
Suffolk. 
What: President of W.S.C.G.A. 
(Vice Pres. and Treasurer in pre-
vious years), Vice Pres. of De-
b a t e Council, V a r s i t y debate 
team, Kappa Kappa Gamma so-
rority, Secretary of Dramatic Club 
in '38, William and Mary Players 
Club, Y.W.C.A. award for the out-
standing freshman girl, and last, 
but by no means least, Deans List 
every marking period. 
Ambition: Anne says that she 
has plenty of ambition, but in no 
particular direction at this time 
beyond graduating in June. 
Miss Cross claims that the less 
said about her the better, but in 
this attitude she permits her mod-
esty to cloud the true picture. She 
is probably the campus symbol of 
congeniality and discernment and 
commands the respect and friend-




' l ; -^- f : -S'"^" :^ ' 
"Blue Orchids" has skyrocketed 
to a new high among the best-sell-
ers in records during the last week 
and two of the pressings which 
may be obtained are good—one i-s 
Glenn Miller's on Bluebird, and the 
other is Tommy Dorsey's output 
for Victor. While Dorsey's is by 
far the best, mainly because the 
Victors have less surface noise in 
their recordings, either one will 
prove pleasing. 
Fast gaining popularity also ii> 
a number Sammy Kaye wound up 
a couple of weeks ago—"South of 
the Border"—a neat slow fox trot 
which tells us about what happens 
"Down Mexico Way". It's done 
by Victor on a disk which also 
contains "The Boiriger Schittisch" 
—the latter being a mystery in 
many departments. 
Alex Templeton, piano maestro, 
figured out how "And The Angels 
Sing" might sound at the Metro-
politan Opera House, and prompt-
ly put this musical caricature in 
wax for Victor. Coupled with the 
Templeton disk of "Star Dust" 
it's a standout, and a must for 
everyone's turntable. 
Hal Kemp's Smoothies.— Babs, 
Charlie, and Little—-are back with 
another — "It 's Funny to Every-
one But Me", a vocadance . . , on 
Bluebird, "Cinderella" is nicely 
coupled with "Moon Love" by 
Glenn Miller, also for Bluebird . . . 
Tommy Dorsey has his Clambake 
seven go through a lot to tell you 
"It's a Hundred To One," and it's 
plenty nice . . . Lionel Hampton is 
hotter" than a case of misseason 
hives with "Ain't Cha Comin' 
Home" and "12th Street Rag" . . . 
Artie Shaw does a fine job on 
"Day In — Day Out" . . . and 
that's our cue to say . . . Good 
Night. 
\J^hat$s Up 
By Carl Muecke 
This World War number II 
presents extremely serious 
problems to our national well-
being. Each individual in the 
United States is affected by 
the European catastrophe. All 
we need for proof of this is to 
go back over the last war 
period of 1914-18. 
—EXPER1IENCE BOOM 
Before our entrance into 
the World War I, during our 
eighteen months of peace, 
the American scene under-
went violent change. Unem-
ployment rapidly disappeared, 
for capital and labor flowed 
into war industries. U. S. 
farmers sold their produce in 
larger quantities and at high-
er prices than ever before. 
War steel, copper, chemicals, 
oil all sold at boom prices. 
Everyone had the illusion of 
prosperity, and war seemed 
to us neutrals to be a wonder-
fountain of gold. Uncle Sam 
had the midas touch. 
-^FLOATED BONDS 
To encourage and stimulate 
this boom, President Wilson, 
under pressure from the Mor-
gan Company and the du 
Fonts, allowed bonds to be 
floated in this country in ord-
er that the United States 
might'extend unlimited credit 
to the Allies. American in-
vestors furnished the money 
to pay American producers 
for American goods bought 
by the allies. This was done 
out of fear of what might 
were the supply of money to 
the allies be cut off. To be-
gin with, England pictured 
herself on the verge of ruin, 
and spoke of the possibility 
of Germany winning the war. 
This was too much for an un-
neutral United States who 
wanted the Allies to win. 
—WHICH TO CHOOSE 
It was also realized that if 
the flow of credits was cut 
off, America would suffer a 
sharp decline in production, 
and the war boom would end 
with a resultant crash and 
panic. Rather than face this 
the war debts were piled up, 
which have subsequently nev-
er be~;i repaid. Thus we 
bought our false prosperity 
with our own money, lifted 
ourselves by our own boot-
straps. 
American economy became 
deeply involved in the out-
come of the European war. 
Pressure was exerted from all 
sides, by the Allies eager for 
our complete cooperation and 
participation in the war, and 
by the bankers and their like, 
who wanted an increase in 
the war profits and a protec-
tion of those already invested. 
It was apparent that if the 
Allies were defeated, Ameri-
ca, because of government 
and private loans, had much 
to lose. The next step to 
take was of course war. Vague 
pacifist and isolationist sen-
timent was swiftly swept 
aside and the jingos paraded 
out their brass bands and 
super-patriotism. 
—LESS DEMOCRACY 
With the opening of the 
war the suppression of the 
democratic system began. 
The President became the 
dictator for the duration of 
the war. Witch hunts be-
gan, as various espionage and 
sedition acts were passed. 
Pacifists, socialists, trade un-
ionists were spied upon, 
hounded and jailed. News-
papers criticizing America's 
entrance into t h e w a r 
war were suppressed by the 
Government. An unofficial 
espionage force of 200,000 
private citizens was organiz-
ed by the department of Jus-
tice to snoop on friends and 
neighbors. 
—$ A YEAR MEN 
Under the control of the 
"Dollar-a-Year Patriots" the 
American economic system 
was organized on a war basis. 
This group had been appoint-
ed by the President (and has 
its counterpart today in a 
commission recently appoint-
ed by Pres. Roosevelt) to 
turn our industries and farms 
into efficient producers of 
war materials. They accept-
ed with a great fan-fare of 
publicity, for they were doing 
(Continued OR p>ag« five) 
overheard by 
In spite of the fact that our 
better halves have been rush-
ing again this past week love 
life and all that sort of rot 
had to take a back seat. How-
ever that little old demon 
better known as the love bug 
has been doing a bit of rush* 
ing himself— 
Namely, Peggy West sport-
ing a Theta Delt pin after one 
date with Ferrdie (the all-
state running guard) Frey. 
Just ask Miss West about it. 
"King" Mackey has been 
staying away from the girls 
dorms lately—-could it be that 
lie is receiving some more of 
those letters with those lip-
stick kisses instead of the us-
ual in that ever so beloved 
last paragraph. 
It is rumored that Harrison 
Bryd is becoming socialized 
and is coming forth with an 
entirely new personality—or 
is it that he just wants to 
pass the course. 
Seen a t t h e Saturday 
night dance: Betsy Lee 
Hooper with her second date 
for the evening which she got 
at ten minutes of eleven. She 
was supposed to have shown 
up around 8:30; just ask 
Ramsey about that—he was 
waiting patiently. 
Smoothie Austin Lee be-
ing smooth and not only with 
his date. 
Cokes being sold for ten 
cents again. I thought that 
we were under a new regime. 
It must be war profiteering. 
The football team being 
away we got more than two 
steps with our dates before 
being cut. 
Virginia Brenn saves her 
road work for Saturday nights 
via the path around the ping 
pong table or maybe it's to 
keep out of the clutches of 
her Casinova. 
Dame Rumor is not quite 
so stationery as His Lordship 
and she tells us that there are 
a few of those nastv things 
called triangles on this oar 
very own campus. Tsk, tsk. 
"Lover" Douglas has two of 
those cute coeds either on the 
string or after him—namely 
Jean Clarahan and Big Carol 
White. Well that's what it 
is to be big and- cute at the 
same time. 
Speaking of triangles we 
hear that Gervais Wallace, of 
cheer leading fame, has two 
men in her life, 'We wonder 
who or which one she is 
cheering for. 
Here is a triangle that we 
missed up on last week. Love-
ly, sweet and demure Nancy 
Chisem studied in the library 
last Sunday night while 
Thomas (fickle) Strange en-
tertained one of his summer 
school acquaintances. Some 
man this "Strange" guy. 
Heard on the College Corn-
er— 
"I really had them worried 
for awhile"—Sissy Coffin. 
"If you can't find it, IT is 
number 82 on your guide 
map."—"Monkey" Jones. 
Sayings of the Freshman 
girls after two weeks of rush-
ing — 
"Gee that pink lemonade 
knocked me for a loop." "That 
was some lei party that the 
Kappas put on" especially 
Carolyn La Moses in her sa-
rong and Ronnie "Dark Eyes" 
Ronnolds in her grass skirt, 
"Theta House is very nice, 
but I don't see any porch 
gliders." "If the Pi Phis 
get as many pledges this year 
as they did last, the adminis-
tration will have to make 
Brown Hall the new Pi Phi 
H,ouse." 
Speaking- of Pi Phis, we see 
that Grace Flavell is queen of 
the Sunken Garden. She and 
Brock Steele seem to have all 
the new benches on campus 
sized up all ready. But it is 
all good clean fun; the bench-
es will be set in cement by 
(Continued on page 6) 
. . . William-and-Mary-
Go-Roynd 
Wake up, wake up men, the girls are coming. Without so much 
as a warning they have struck in a surprise counter-attack and we find 
ourselves in the position of having a coed dance before an orthodox 
formal one. iTtiis leaves many embryo Don Juans high and dry. As 
following customary procedure, during the first few weeks of the cam-
paign our forces skirmished on all fronts but widely, not concentrat-
ing at any one point. Because of this surprising turn of affairs, we 
men, to be frank, are indeed in a vulnerable position. 
We have the loveliest group of co-eds ever gathered on one campus. 
We didn't realize it until this year and now we find ourselves bumping 
into girls, not deliberately of course, and saying "Oh I say" or some-
thing like that, "Clumsy of me what?" We got that out of a moving 
picture and it bounced back the other day when some girls said in 
answer to our stereotyped phrase "What what." That left us in a 
cold chill. Anyway we do think the coeds are beautiful. 
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Hockey Play . . . 
(Continued from page 3) 
At Mary Washington College in 
Fredericksburg last year, the tour-
nament attracted about 200 per-
sons. Groups from Westhampton, 
Fairfax Hall, Randolph - Macon, 
Salem College, Sweet Briar, Hol-
fms, Mary Washington, William 
and Mary, Madison, Richmond and 
Norfolk Divisions of William and 
Mary entered the contests. Al-
umnae teams from Mary Washing-
ton, William and Mary, and a 
.group of miscellaneous players, 
called the "Etcetera" team, were 
present at the gathering. 
NO STATE TITLE AT STAKE 
As the purpose of the tourna-
ment is entirely exhibitional, and 
placement of players in the honor-
ary team, is the goal of each hock-
ey eleven, there is no State title 
to be awarded. 
Two William and Mary alumnae 
and three students won-berths on 
the All-Virginia team last year. 
Betty Douglas and Mary Jane Mil-
ler attained Center-forward and 
taft-fullback positions on the first 
team. Elizabeth Burger, voted a 
most outstanding woman athlete 
in '33-'34 and now coaching at 
Farmville High School, was All-
State goalie. Last year she tour-
ed South America with a United 
States exhibition team. 
Alternates for the All-Virginia 
ceam included Grace Flavell, inner, 
and Lucille Lowry, assistant pro-
fessor of physical education, Betty 
Douglas alternated on the South-
eastern team. 
time of national distress they 
had taken their pound of 
flesh 
—DOES WAR PAY 
What then did we get out 
of the last war? Wounds 
and death. The contempt of 
former allies. A repudiation 
of our debts. A huge bill of 
expenses. A false boom, fol-
lowed by a terrible depres-
sion. An economic dictator-
ship, and curtailment of civil 
liberties. Is America going 
to undertake another crusade 
to save dictatorships? Is 
our own economy and democ-
racy so sound and pure, our 
state of finances so impreg-
nable, the management of our 
affairs so efficient and suc-
cessful that we must take up 
the role of showing other 
countries how to manage 
their internal economies ? 
Sentiment in this country is 
still definitely against partici-
pation in Europe's wars, but 
America once found it easy 
to cross the oeean, and dis-
tances today are much short-
er. 
What's Up . . . 
(Continued from- page 4) 
their jobs for love of coun-
try and for only one dollar a 
year. It was later discovered 
that these gentlemen, who 
were in most cases prominent 
businessmen, were using their 
positions to feather their own 
nests. Supply concerns which 
some of them "controlled" 
made exorbitant profits. In 












Williamsburg Coal Co. t 
COAL — FUEL OIL ? 
Concrete and Building $ 
Supplies T 
Phone 127 f 
Tennis Begins... 
(Continued from Page Three) 
ing teams, calling practices, and 
having their teams participate in 
the actual tournaments. Tennis, 
field hockey, bowling, swimming 
—these are a few of the activities 
on the intramural program. All 
girls except varsity players are al-
igible to compete. Last season's 
figures show that 70.1 per cent of 
the women in this college partici-
pated, and we hope to better even 
that record this year. 
NEW ORGANIZATION 
Each organization in the tennis 
tournament plays a match, consist-
ing of two singles and one doubles 
with a possible three points to be 
gained from each match. Each 
sorority and dormitory shall sup-
ply its own scorers for all games. 
One player may not participate in 
both singles, but the two singles 
players may combine to make the 
doubles. Last year's winners, the 
Gamma Phis and Barrett, will be 
trying to retain their crowns. 
The change in date of the ten-
nis tournament from April to Oc-
tober was made to take advantage 
of the good condition of players 
after a summer of exercise, as 
well as the availability of the 
courts, not needed at this time by 
varsity players. Better weather 
also insures good courts. Play 
begins at 3:15. 
Bunch, Lynchburg, Va.; Evelyn 
Cannon, Hickory, Va.; Jane En-
berg,. Bethlehem, Pa.; Libby Fish-
er, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.; Jean Good-
son, Portsmouth, Va.;;, Caroline 
Harley, Fair Lawn, N. J.; Marian 
Jardin, Wellesley Hills, N. . J.; 
Connie Korn, Woodbury, N. J.; 
Jean Maiden,-Arlington,- Va.; Eve-
lyn Miller, Roselle, N. J.;; Mad-
lyn Minis, Luray, Va.; Lucille 
Rockwell, Norfolk, Va.; Martha 
Snow, Glenn Hills, Pa.; Holly 
Rickes, Baltimore, Md.; Dot Stouf-
fer, Wilmington, Del. 
Gamma Phi Beta — Frances 
Arentz, Short Hills, N. J.; Pam-
ela Barham, Brodnax, Va.; Helen 
Black, Tarentum, Pa.; Batavia 
Borum, Portsmouth, Va.; Norma 
Brown, Oyster Bay, Long Island, 
N. Y.; Helen Coleman, Arlington, 
Va.; Margaret Duval, Norfolk, Va; 
Margaret Eaton, Suffolk, Va.; 
Marjorie Sedderman, Short Hils, 
N. J.; Marie Hellers, Jamaica, L. 
I., New York; Helen Holbrook, 
Phoebus, Va.; Jean MacNeil, 
Richmond; Genevieve Rile, Ger-
mantown, Pa.; Mary Schwab, 
Washington, D. C ; Betty Shenk, 
Harrisburg, Pa.; Kathleen Wurst-
er, Williamsport, Pa.; Sudanne 
Zihlman, Cumberland, Md. 
Kappa Alpha Theta — Barbara 
Anderson, Dunkirk, N. Y.; Shirl-
ey Baker, Santa Anna, Calif.; Bar-
bara Barnard, Albany, N. Y.; Bev-
erly Coleman, Albany, Ga.; Edith 
DeBow, Bellrose,Long Islland, N. 
Y.; Dorothy Dodd, Roanoke, Va.; 
Doris Hayes, Arlington, Va.; Mary 
Jane Bollingshead, Scarsdale, N. 
Y.; Audrey Kemp, Arlington, Va.; 
Betty Kirst, Woodbury, N. J.; Lois 
Rea, Fort Wayne, Ind.; Jacqueline 
Richards, Northport, N. Y.; Nata-
lie Smith, Carlsbad, N. M.; Mar-
garet Anne Thomas, Lochaven, 
Pa. 
Pi Beta Phi —- Barbara Cooper, 
Kokomo, Ind.; Evelyn Cosby, 
Richmond; Jacqueline Fowlkes, 
Richmond; Barbara Feldwiseh, 
Honolulu, Hawaii; Nancy Guptill, 
Boston, Mass.; Mary Hammer, 
Amnion, Va.; Dorothy Kemp, Al-
exandria, Va.; Elizabeth Lyons, 
Knoxville, Tenn.; Letha Slager, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Jane Taylor, 
Worcester, Mass; Glenora Whittan, 
Washington, D. C. 
Phi Mu -— Nancy Breniser, Lig-
onier, Pa.; Margaret Bailey, Al-
exandria, Va.; Jean Benham, Roch-
ester, N. Y.; Margaret Risben, 
Warrenton, Va.; Lois Chamber-
lain, Shrewsbury, Mass.; Gertrude 
Croxton, Williamsburg; Constance 
Leon, New Eoehelle, N. Y. 
CHURCH NOTICES 
Keene Electric Shop 
Behind Brown Hall 
LATEST PHONOGRAPH . 
RECORDINGS 




Good Service by Good Bar- • 
bers in a Good Shop. A 
(Over Theatre^ £ 
^ • • • ^ • ^ • • • • • • • - { • • > X > < " 5 - < " > < * 
Pledges... 
(Continued from page one) 
Jean Eddershank, Strafford, Conn. 
Amelia Garcia, Fort Wadsworth, 
N. Y.; Betty Harris, Highland 
Park, 111.;'AUnira Hicks, Gran-
ville, N. Y.; Betty Jones, Whea-
ton, 111.; Jean Klinefelter, Norfolk, 
Va.; Hilda Lynn, Brightswater, 
N. Y.; Aline Mims, Jackson 
Heights, N. • Y.; Emily Smith, 
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.; Jean 
Stigall, Richmond; Ruth Williams, 
New Rochelle, N. Y.; Mary York, 
Providence, R. I. 
Kappa Delts — Myra Birchett, 
Hopewell, Va.; Miriam Boone, 
Natrona. Pa.; Marsha and Sally 
Bourne, Kennebunk, Maine; Mavis 
Pictures.., 
- ^ - • - ^ ^ • • • • ^ • ^ • • • • ^ • ^ • • • < ^ < - ^ 4 " $ ~ ^ ^ < ^ 






f Our new supply of College Jewelry has just arrived, f 
f This new stock includes Bracelets, Compacts and Pins | 
* for the Girls, and College Keys for the Boys. We also | 






TEXTBOOKS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES, PENNANTS, 
STATIONERY, AND GIFTS 
| Sodas, Sandwiches, Regular Meals and a la Carte Service t 
t ± 
(Continued from page 2) 
8:20 Harley, Clyde R.; 8:25 Had 
dock, Reyburn P.; 8:30 Grogan, 
Clarence J.; 8:35 Groetturn, Rich-
ard E.; 8:40 Griffin, Robert T.; 
8:45 Griffin, Albert E.; 8:50 Gray, 
James S.; 8:55 Graves, George W.; 
9:00 Gouldman, Harold; 9:05 Got-
shall, George H.; 9:10 Goodman, 
Meyer; 9:15 Goodlow, Edmund R.; 
9:20 Goodlow, William; 9:25 Gon-
dak, Charles, R.; 9:30 Goldsmith, 
Lawrence; 9:35 Godfrey, Coul-
bourne H.; 9:40 Glick, Harry M.; 
9:45 Gilsdorf, Albert P 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10 
8:00 Murphy, William R.; 8:05 
Parker, Vincent L.; 8:10 Parry, 
Ellis R.; 8:15 Parry, William S.; 
8:20 Paynter, Thomas G.; 8:25 
Post, Paul; 8:30 Qui'st, Eddie H.; 
8:35 Quittmeyer, Charles L.; 8:40 
Quyn, Russell H.; 8:45 Radolinskl 
Zigmund; 8:50 R'aflo, Frank; 8:55 
Ramsey, Clyde. 
9:00 Williams, Henry C ; 9:05 
Peterson, Torsten; 9:10 Phillips, 
i , -• t 
• Taxi Sightseeing t 
| WADE'S | 
X v 
X •§• 
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THE WILLIAMSBURG 
METHODIST CHURCH 
"At the College Entrance" 
Thomas J. Hawkins. Minister 
SUNDAY SERVICE 
Church School, ' 9:45 A. M. 
Morning Worship 11:00 A. M. 
Wesley Foundation, 7:00 P. M. 
Evening Worship 8:00 P. M. 
BRUTON PARISH CHURCH 
"The Student's Church Since 1693* 
Rev. Francis H. Craighill, Rector 
Mr. Alfred Alley, Student Ass'ti 
Holy Communion 8:00 A. M. 
Church School 9:30
 ; A. M. 
Morning Service 11:00 A. M. 
Students meet informally at tea 
in the Parish House Sunday after-
noon from 4:30 to 5:45. All Wel-
come. 
Order now for Christmas * , 
HARRY GEBAUEE, 208 Monroe Hal , or EPPS JONES in Dining Hali t 
Alvin L.; 9:15 Pulley, Franklin P. 
9:20 Purtill, John; 9:25 Reid, 
Donald P.; 9:30 Revell, Everett C ; 
9:35 Bobbins, Douglas R.; 9:40 
Stousland, Charles E.; 9:45 
Strange, Thomas E.; 9:50 Swetbey, 
Edward R.; 9:55 Tepper, Robert; 
10:00 Walker, Frank J.; 10:05 
Gilmore, William F.; 10:10 Gil-
more; Rupert L.; 10:15 Paskus, 
Garrison; 10:20 Plitt, William E.; 
10:25 Polombo, Henry E.; 10:30 
Pope, Donald S.; 10:35 Rasmus-
sen, Bertel R.; 10:40 Rawl, Robert 
C ; 10:45 Reed, Benjamin S.; 10:50 
Rives, Louis H.; 10:55 Robbins, 
Samuel B.; 11:00 Popkin, Sidney; 
11:05 Quinlan, David F.; 11:10 
Ramsome, Coleman B.; 11:15 Rink-
lin, John G.; 11:20 Roberts, Aus-
tin L.; 11:25 Roberts, Charles E.; 
11:30 Stone, Peter J.; 11:35 
Strange, Sterling T.; 11:40 Sum-
ner, Hubert D.; 11:45 Sumner, 
John N.; 11:50 Swanson, Arthur 
V.; 11:55 Tabb, Linwood B. 
1:00 Pettet, Lawrence A.; 1:05 
Presbrey, Clark; 1:10 St. John, 
William; 1:15 Suber, Clarence H.; 
1:20 Sullivan, Charles M.; 1:25 
Taffe, John V.; 1:30 Talley, James 
C ; 1:35 Taylor, Ralph A.; 1:40 
Taylor, Robert Allison, Jr.; 1:45 
Thomas, Frank P.; 1:50 Thompson, 
Stanley A.; 1:55 Thrasher, Robert 
H. 
2:00 Tilden, Robert; 2:05 Tower/ 
Harold E.; 2:10 Trotter, McKie M.; 
2:15 Trower, Benjamin; 2:20 Tuck-
er, Rudolph E.; 2:25 Twiddy, Clar-
ence A.; 2:30 Vining, Robert B.; 
2:35 Factor, Irving D.; 2:40 Far-
thing,'George; 2:'45 Feaster, Orion 
O.;. 2:55- Ferris, Abraham; 3:00 
Raschi, Victor J.; 3:05 Tucker, 
Robert A.; 3:10 Upshur, Otto M.; 
3:15 Eure, Stedman; 3:20 Farish, 
George; 3:25 Feaster, John P.; 
3:30 Finklestone, Douglas; 3:35 
Fisher, William; 3:40 Fisher, Ed-
gar; 3:45 Blowers, Robert; 3:50 
• Fitchett, Gildner; 3:55 Forbes, 
, Alan Conrad; 4:00 Turville, Wil-
liam; 4:05 Ellis, Eugene W.; 4:10 
Fink, John; 4:15 Forer, David; 
4:25 Foster, Hansford D.; 4:30 
Foster, Merritt W.; 4:36 Fowler, 
Vance; 4:40 Pox, Abner; 4:50 
Francis, Philip S.; 4:55 Fraser, 
Alexander. 
5:35 Frey, Charles F.J 5:45 
Funsten, Norman B.; 5:50 Gage, 
Frederick A.; 5:56 Gall, Richard. 
7:00 Foley, Benjamin F. ; 7:05 
Garrett, John; 7:10 Garwood, W. 
H.; 7:lo .(Jatsik, William J.; 7:20 
Gebauer, Harry; 7:25 Geddes, John 
A.; 7:30 Geyer, Leonard; 7:35 
Grannini, Jack; 7:40 Gildner, 
Charles; 7:45 Cosgrove, Arthur; 
7:50 Cox, Russell M. 
8:00 Crane, Thomas F.; 8:05 
Creekman, James; 8:10 Curtis, 
Huntington; 8:15 Curyk, Alexand-
er; 8:20 Cuseo, Frank N.; 8:25 
Baniroseh, Patrick; 8:30 Darden, 
Edgar B.; 8:40 Davis, David; 8:45 
Davis, Henry; 8:50 Davis, Maxey; 
8:55 Davis, Richard. 
9:00 Davis, Russell; 9:05 Davis, 
Thomas C ; 9:10 Davis, William; 
9:15 De Haven, Philip L.; 9:20 
Delia Torre, Thomas; 9:25 Dennis, 
Steve A.; 9:30 Diamond, Eli C ; 
9:35 Dill, Hugh; 9:40 Dill, James 
N.; 9:45 Dillard, John. E. 
REVIEW AL. GAPETTE 
(Continued from page one) 
dowed schools with State controll-
ed schools* Mr. Geddy's views 
were strongly in favor of the pri-
vately endowed schools whose en-
dowments were found to total 
more than nine times the aggre-
gate endowments of state schools. 
Private schools enjoyed greater 
freedom in selection of students 
and paths of expansion. Mr. 
Geddy closed the oration with the 
question, "Which shall be our 
route—, state endowment and con-
trol or private endowment and in-
dependence?" 
Many of the reprinted editori-
als expressed the thought that en-
dowments were easily • attainable 
for William and Mary, although 
no such statement was made by 
Mr. Geddy. 
Dr. Richard L. Mdrton summar-
izes the inception and rise of his-
to'ry courses at William and Mary 
in the fourth of a series of articles 
featured by the Gazette, concern-
ed with various departments of the 
college. 
(£8 
TO THE STUDENT BODY -- NOTICE 
Your parents deserve the best when they come to visit you. We 
have it at THE SELBY TOURIST HOME; 5 corner roams with 
5 private tiled bathrooms with shower. Prices are posted. 
Moderate, quiet, restricted; your inspection welcome. 
Located one block off Richmond Road behind Theta Delta Chi 
fraternity. Phone 375-J. 
MRS. VICTOR ITURRALDE, Hostess 
Capitol 
Restaurant 
A I R 
C O N D I T I O N E D 
The largest and best place to eat in the Colonial City. 
We serve Breakfasts, Dinners, and Suppers. Also a la 
Carte from 6 A. M. to 12 P. M. We want you to make 
our place your home; have all your meals with us. 
Special Rates to Students—Your Patronage Appreciated 
| t 
| Goodpar Company % 
LOSiT! in room 210, Marshall-
Wythe, on Friday at 1:00 P. M. 
in History quiz class, a large blue 
purse. Will the finder please re-
turn it to the Barrett Hall office. 
t THE % 
| PASTRY SHOP | 
? Near A&P -4-
| ALL HOME BAKED % 
X Delicious Cookies and Pas- $ 
Y tries. Open all Day on £ 
•> Sunday. X 










3406 Huntington Ave. 
NEWPORT NEWS, VA. 
t t 
t 
•4- X BARCLAY & SONS 
| JEWELER'S 
t Certified Gemologists 
% 2912 Washington Ave. i 
f f 
| Newport News, Va. x 
X 4> 
% % 
t THE IRON BOUND INN RESTAURANT % 
t 
% LUNCHES, DINNERS, SANDWICHES, DRINKS 
f o 
R O S E ' S 
5c and 10c Store 
t C. & C. SHOE SHOP | 
| HOSPITAL | 
| "The Shop of Better Quality | 
Y and Service" v 
^ 214 N. Boundary Street % 
% Opposite West End Market | 




More than a quarter century 
of satisfactory service to 
our Williamsburg patrons. 
PHONE 111 
$ Hot and Cold water and el- f 
% ectric fans in rooms, free % 
T garages, running ice water, f 
Y reasonable rates. • 
f B O Z A R T H ' S | 
j> R o o m s fo r T o u r i s t s •$• 
• Private Baths ? 
X 417 Richmond Road 
X Opposite Stadium 
X Mrs. Frank D. Bozarth 
Y ' Hostess 
I Phone 386 






Open 8 A. M. to 1 A. M. 
. o _ 
t 
I | G E O R G E C A L L A S , Proprietor X 
•9-
WILLIAMSBURG INN THE LODGE 
EXCELLENT FOR LUNCHEON AND DINNER PARTIES 
College "specials" welcomed 
DIVISION OF TAVERNS AND ORDINARIES 
Williamsburg Restoration, Inc. 
>^"«-^4^»$-0-*r$-0"a"H-*>$^«««-^^ ' -0-^$-*«^*4-&-*-O->->^4~^<!-^^*-*^^^ 
Millions of women can now 
'look to that magical-phrase— 
"Guaranteed as Advertised in 
GotfS Housekeeping" when 
Townwears, 
extra assurance of quality. To 
be^ sure, we investigated Town-
,wears thoroughly before hand. 
Saw that they were made in one of the nation's finest 
mills.—and saw Townwear craftsmanship and their 
exclusive Filmed Silk process knitting, we believe, the 
best values, beauty and wear considered, that you can 
find. Note how Townwear takes ordinary silk (Illus-
tration 1) and removes the cloudy and run-inviting 
fuzz. The result? New loveliness and at the same time 
—more wear (as seen in Illustration 2). Be carefree 
about your legs with Filmed Silk Townwears. Try 
them just once — the next time you need stockings. 
We've just the colors for you. 79« and $1.20 
GASEY'S, Inc. 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
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« FLICKER & 
j ^ FLASHES a 
By PHIL LICKEK 
O'.i "Wednesday the race-track fever will invade our Colonial at-
mosphere as Joe Penner returns to the flickies in DAY THE BOOKIES 
WKPT. For once- Joe has been given a picture that has the rare com-
bination of laugh-provoking situations, plus fast and snappy dialogue. 
Tiie story is about a cab driver who is nuts about pigeons, but who 
winds up with a nag that doteson alcoholics. It was taken from "Col-
lier's'' mag and seenarioed for the shadow boxes by Bert Granet, one 
of Hollywood's better gangsters. On the same program is a comedy 
featuring Maxie Eosenbloom, the ex-pug, and Johnny "Scaf" Davis. 
The title is "Slapsie Maxie." 
3 
. . > - ». " \ - ' *. 
One o fthe great spectacle scenes of "The Bains Came", romantic 
story of India from the novel of Louis Bromfield Starring Tyrone 
Power and Myrna Loy, "The Rains Came" will play three days at the 
Williamsburg Theatre, next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. 
A redblooded, gripping, and oiriginal story of oil fires, chain gangs 
and the men who fight them, is BLACKMAIL, the Thuursday attrac-
tion. Edward G, Robinson has in this a role which fits like the pro-
verbial glove, and the result is entertainment of the highest order. I 
can guarantee that there is NEVEK a dull moment in BLACKMAIL, 
The production is convincing and expensively mounted; the supporting 
cast, especially Gene Lockhart and Bobs Watson (Kid star of "On 
Borrowed Time"), is more than satisfactory. A color cartoon—"Sioux 
-Me" is also tops. 
As timely as today's headlines is ESPIONAGE AGENT, playing 
Friday and featuring a good cast—Joel McCrea, Jeffrey Lynn, Brenda 
Marshall, George Bancroft—and an ace director, Lloyd Bacon. This 
Lusty and salty saga of the men 
who went down to the sea in the 
splinter fleet THUNDER AFLOAT 
qualifies easily as a nrize package 
of topflight action entertainment, 
Wallace Beery, who heads a highly 
capable cast, was never better, 
finding himself in a rough-and-
ready, humor-sprinkled role—just 
the stuff to which he is suited. 
Chester Morris, Virginia Grey, and 
Douglas Dumbrille give him nice 
support in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's 
exciting sea drama. On the short 
program is Pete Smith's FOOT-
BALL THRILLS OF 1938 — his 
annual review of last year's big 
moments .on the gridiron. It is 
ten minutes of football dynamite. 
Don't miss it! 
The first real movie 'biggie,' of 
this season plays three days next 
week, namely THE RAINS CAME 
starring .Tyrone Power, Myrna 
Loy, and George Brent , . . show-
ing Monday through Wednesday. 
This is high-powered entertain-
ment—the film version of Louis 
Bromfield's widely discussed best-
seller. A bitter-sweet love story 
for the romantic; brittle dialogue 
and innuendo for sophisticates; 
breath - taking earthquake and 
floods for the spectacle fans; and 
the inspired talents of a star-stud-
ded cast should make THE RAINS 
CAME an event for all types and 
persons. Darryl Zanuck has pour-
ed out Ms extravagant soul in one 
of the most lavish films to ever 
get before the cameras, and Clar-
ence Brown has given it masterful 
direction. Right now this picture 
is busy breaking records from 
coast to coast. Williamsburg 
should be no exception. 
GET-READY-FOR DEPART-
MENT: The return of Gilbert 
and Sullivan's THE MIKADO in 
technicolor. During the summer 
this was a big hit at the local 
filmery and for the special benefit 
of the 'students a t William and 
Mary it is being quickly returned. 
The film version, with Kenny 
Baker singing Nanki-Poo, and the 
D'Oyly Carte Company plus love-
ly Jean Colin as Yum-Yum, is real-
ly swell! If you missed it this 
summer make a date for THE 
MIKADO. 
New Lacrosse . . . 
(Continued from page 3) 
home 1939. She is President of 
our Association. 
The game is scheduled for 3:30 
Saturday, on the field opposite 
Chandler. 
William and Mary lineup: 
Left Attack Wing — Gertrude 
Andrews. 
Right Attack Wing—Ruth Zink-
han. 
First Home—Josephine Fiske. 
Second Home — Jeanette Miller. 
Third Home — Elizabeth Sparks 
Dow. 
Center—Alvera Holland. 
Third Man — Elsie Hudak. 
Cover Point — Fairfax Brooke. 
Point — Wanda David. 
Left Defense Wing — Grace 
Willett. 
Right Defense Wing — Dorothy 
Beck. 
Goal — Sylvelin Thomas. 
Substitutes—Nancy Horn, Anna 
Granofsky, Margaret Briggs. 
Pi -Lambda Phi. Phi Kappa Tau 
ve. Pi -Kappa Alpha. 
Monday, Oct. 9—Sigma Pi v-. 
Lambda Chi Alpha. Kappa Sign'a 
vs. Theta Delta Chi. 
Tuesday, Oct. 10—Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon vs. Pi Lambda Phi. Sig-
ma Rho vs. Phi Alpha. 
His Lordship . . . 
Low Scoring . , . 
(Continued from page three) 
The basketball schedule for the 
coming week is as follows: 
Wednesday, Oct. 4—Phi Kappa 
Taus vs. Sigma Pi. Kappa Sigma 
vs. Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Thursday, Oct. B—Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon vs. fHheta Delta Chi. Sig-
ma Rho vs. Kappa Alpha. 
Friday, Oct. 6—Phi Alpha vs. 
(Continued from page four) 
next week. 
Patty Nixon apparently 
does things in pairs—two 
horses arrived last week an 
Saturday night she manage d 
two dates—could she by an., 
chance be taking them for a 
ride ? 
Cutest couple for the week 
could be Al Fraser and Mickey 
Finn. 
WANTED — Three cute 
dates for the "COEDS" who 
are,good dancers and don't 
drink. Is there such a thing ? 
A few late flashes (too 
late to classify) Jane Brandt 
slipped Dick O'Mara the eel. 
Little Bobby Taylor has for-
saken the spirits to beat the 
pads. Frank Yeager and 
Jeanette Anderson would like 
to formally announce their.— 
pinning. 
As you have guessed by 
now the theme for this col-
umn has been Dig, Dig, Dig, 
Well Alright! 
. RiiD WARING and his famous Glee Club rehearsing Ms original 
Football Song for introduction on "Chesterfield Pleasure Time" 
over the Coast-to-Coast N. B. C. Network. 
••*-<X?<^A<,v4•; <>^<><K»<K-^^^«>^^^<X>"M>-*"$--<>«5-<X 1 • : ^•&*y'$-**'-
There will be a meeting of all 
the old members of the Back-drop 
club at 7:00 P. M. Wednesday 
night in Phi Beta Kappa Hall 
There will be a meeting of the 
Spanish Club next Monday night 
at 7:30 P. M. in Barrett Hall 
Parlors. It will be a reorganiza-
tion meeting and all old members 


























is not only a story of war and se-
cret agents at work, but it also 
gives an insight into the operation 
of the United States Foreign Ser-
vice Department, which protects 
this country against espionage. 
"Swing Styles", a musical short, 
features the Prazee Sisters. 





<• . _ _ „ 
t WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4 . . . COMEDY OF ERROES t 
± JOE PENNER BETTY GRABLE TOM KENNEDY f 
| DAY THE BOOKIES WEPT | 
£ Added: News . . "Ash Can Fleet" . . "Slapsie Maxie" f 
$ with Maxie Rosenbloom X 
•'•
 : T T TUT TIT •' A ' T T TI~*I' TI7' ••' • 
m Irulfcm il lint JIL 
Shows a t 4 ,7««J9 ' . : S a t a t E , # , 7 , & 9'. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5 . . . TENSE MELODRAMA 
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, GENE LOCKHART; BOBS WATSON 
B L A C K M A I L 
Added: News . . Lowell Thomas Specialty . . Color Cartoon 
"Sioux Me." 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 . . . U. S. FOREIGN SERVICE 
JOEL McCREA, BRENDA MARSHALL, JEFFREY LYNN <. ESPIONAGE AGENT I 
Added: News . . Our Gang Comedy • • "Swing Styles" hot music ^ 




t SATURDAY, OCTOBER".? . 
£ WALLACE BEERY X 
t CHESTER MORRIS VIRGINIA GREY - f I • _>.. THUNDER AFLOAT f 
% Added: Pete Smith's "FOOTBALL THRILLS OF 1938" | 
X MON.-TUES.-WT3D., OCT. 9-10-11 . . . HELD 3 DAYS % 
• MYRNA LOY, TYRONE. POWER, GEORGE BRENT * 
| THE RAINS CAME f 
•0- Brenda Joyce, Nigel Brace, Joseph Schildkraut, Henry Travers % 
Better Light for Better Sight 
SEEING IS BELIEVING 
To visualize SEEING, we think of eyes to see with, a task 
to perform and sufficient light with which to see it. 
Nature gave us our eyes as they are; our work is usually 
set out for us by someone else or by circumstances; but 
we can control the quantity and qualify of our light. 
Students particularly require good light for their work. 
Try more and better light! 
Virginia Electric and Power Co. 
FRED ASTAIRI 
has the right combination of 
great acting and dancing 
to give you more pleasure 
THEY HAVE THE fi&3$ 
FOR MORE PLEASURE 
i^hesterfield blends the Right Combination 
of the finest American and Turkish tobaccos 
to give you a milder, better-tasting smoke with. 
a more pleasing a roma . . . 
nd when you try them you'll find that these are 
the qualities Chesterfield has above all others in 
giving you More Smoking Pleasure. THEY SATISFY, 
esterhe 
Co»3tigJ» 1939, taeiTr & MYMS TOBACCO CO, 
